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Abstract
This thesis explores the integration of functional electrospun micro- and nanoﬁber based
materials in two ﬁelds of microsystem technology: ﬁbrous scaﬀolds as cell culture substrates
and ﬁber–reinforced metal matrix composites as thermal interface materials (TIMs).
Electrospun structures have been found to carry great potential as biomimicking microen-
vironments for future tissue engineering and cell culture applications. In the ﬁrst part of
this thesis, electrospun polyurethane ﬁber architectures have been fabricated, characterized
and studied as cell culture scaﬀolds. The eﬀects of plasma treatment, as a physical surface
modiﬁcation of the electrospun scaﬀold interface, are characterized and demonstrated to im-
prove the possibility for human embryonic stem cell culture expansion. Electrospun scaﬀolds
with speciﬁc ﬁber diameters are shown to allow maintenance of astrocytes with complex
morphologies, limit up-regulation of protein expression related to astrocyte stress and ac-
tivation, and to facilitate the formation of three–dimensional neuronal networks. Taken
together, these ﬁndings indicate that electrospun scaﬀolds can be used to complement or
improve traditional in vitro culture methods. To enable detailed studies of the interplay
between physical and chemical cues for cells in controlled microenvironments, a method to
integrate electrospun structures with microﬂuidic systems was devised.
Thermal interface materials have been identiﬁed by the semiconductor industry as one of
the major bottlenecks in the heat dissipation for high power density devices. The second
part of this thesis presents the development of a novel metal matrix composite TIM tech-
nology utilizing ﬁber reinforcements formed through electrospinning. Employed as a TIM,
the composite structure relies on heat conduction through its continuous metal phase, while
the ﬁber network modiﬁes the thermo–mechanical properties. Three speciﬁc implementa-
tions have been developed: Polyimide ﬁbers with an indium matrix and a tin–silver–copper
(SnAgCu) alloy matrix, and carbonized mesophase-pitch based ﬁbers with a SnAgCu alloy
matrix. To facilitate liquid phase inﬁltration of the indium matrix into the polyimide ﬁbers,
a chemical reduction based method for coating Ag nanoparticles on the ﬁber surface was
developed. Using the same Ag coating, the SnAgCu composite was fabricated and demon-
strated to exhibit a reduced elastic modulus, which indicates the potential to lower the
thermally induced stress when bonding materials with thermal expansion mismatch. The
expected increase in thermal conductivity when switching from polymer to carbonized ﬁbers
is found to be limited, and improved methods to reduce the thermal contact resistance at
the matrix–ﬁber interface are needed. Measurements of low thermal contact resistances (<
1 Kmm2/W) and high thermal conductivities (∼20 W/mK) show that the composite archi-
tectures are promising candidates for future applications when compared to both existing
and other emerging TIM technologies.
Keywords: electrospinning, electrospun ﬁbers, scaﬀold, plasma surface modiﬁcation, cell–
scaﬀold interaction, microﬂuidic system, electronic packaging, thermal management, ther-
mal interface material, metal matrix composite.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Advanced materials enabled through fabrication processes with precise control at
the micro- and nanoscale are playing an increasingly dominant part in the devel-
opment of new technologies relevant to most aspects of our lives, from biomedical
implants to energy production. At small scales, the importance of material sur-
faces and interfaces cannot be overstated, and seemingly unaﬃliated ﬁelds can
merge to face similar challenges and use common solutions. In both nature and
engineering, material based solutions often make use of the surface and interface
characteristics that are inherent to micro- and nano-sized ﬁbers. Natural ﬁbrous
structures are prevalent throughout complex and living organisms and are utilized
for a range of critical functions. Some examples include the supportive and guid-
ing ﬁbrous structures in and around cells and tissue in the body, the hierarchical
and ﬁber–like barbs and barbules of duck feathers rendering superhydrophobic
characteristics, and the thermally insulating role of hair and fur. Certainly these
examples bear resemblance to engineered materials, where woven and non-woven
ﬁbers are applied as reinforcement in composites, water permeable membranes in
ﬁlters, as well as water-repellent and insulating fabrics in clothes. This thesis ex-
plores the integration of electrospun ﬁber based materials and related interfaces in
two microsystem applications: ﬁber scaﬀolds for biomedical applications and ﬁber
based metal matrix composites for thermal management of electronics.
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At a ﬁrst glance, these two applications may appear quite far apart, with
one belonging in life–science, whereas the other connects to the sterile world of
electronics. However, when viewed from a basic perspective, the challenges are
not distinctly diﬀerent. The common denominator is the use of electrospinning
to utilize the novel properties of electrospun materials, particularly the inherent
spatial organization. In both cases, the ﬁber surface requires modiﬁcation to be
fully functional, with the diﬀerence being the order of magnitude of the surface
energies. On one hand, the relevant interface for the scaﬀolds is towards cells and
water, which have surface energies of the order of ∼102 mJ/m2. On the other hand,
the ﬁbers in the composite are interfaced towards metal alloys with surface energies
which are one order of magnitude larger, i.e. ∼103 mJ/m2. Additionally, there are
similarities with respect to the concept of wetting and inﬁltration. For the scaﬀold
it is important to allow for H2O wetting and cellular attachment/inﬁltration, while
the composite forming relies on wetting and inﬁltration of metal alloys.
1.1.1 Scaﬀolds for Biomedical Applications
In the ﬁeld of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine, an essential goal is to
be able generate diﬀerent types of healthy functional tissue using in vitro based
processes. The generated tissue is then envisioned to be inserted into the body
wherever needed, as a new way to actively treat diseases or trauma. In particular,
the combination of stem cells with suitable supporting material structures, i.e.
scaﬀolds, is considered to be a highly promising strategy for engineering tissue
[1, 2]. Stem cells are particularly interesting as they can be expanded indeﬁnitely
and stimulated to undergo processes to become virtually any cell type in the body.
One of the key aspects to form tissue constructs of a speciﬁc type using stem cells,
is that the cells need to be seeded in the appropriate niche microenvironment.
It has been proven that the extrinsic factors exerted by the scaﬀolds chemical,
mechanical and topographical character are signiﬁcant factors aﬀecting stem cell
behavior and fate, i.e. adhesion, proliferation, diﬀerentiation and migration [3]. In
this regard, scaﬀold design can play a crucial role in the formation of stem cell based
tissue and the eﬀectiveness of the regenerative process [4]. Consequently, to exploit
useful consequences of cell–material interactions, it is important to understand in
2
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detail how stem cells respond to diﬀerent scaﬀolds characteristics.
Another area where scaﬀolds are of potential future importance, is within the
ﬁeld of cell culture. Cell culture was developed in order to better understand single
cell types and study their isolated response to diﬀerent events, such as trauma or
treatments. These in vitro based studies have been common laboratory practice
in thousands of laboratories since the middle of the 20th century [5, 6]. Even
though in vitro cell culture research has contributed to a substantial portion of the
knowledge we have today, it is not without complications. Unfortunately, research
results obtained from in vitro experiments often do not predict the outcome of in
vivo experiments [7]. One of the major causes of this discrepancy is the inadequate
representation of cells in highly artiﬁcial two–dimensional cell culture systems,
currently used for in vitro experimentation [8]. More sophisticated in vitro cell
culture systems are therefore needed to improve the reliability of research data
obtained during the in vitro phase of biomedical research and testing of drug
target candidates. With an increasing awareness of this, there has been a growing
interest in scaﬀolding materials and related methods that can evolve traditional
in vitro cell culture to better mimic the anatomy and physiology of their native
tissue. Related to this, a trend in cell culture is to move towards so called three–
dimensional (3D) cell culture scaﬀolds, which are essentially material constructs
that can provide support for 3D cellular organization in vitro.
There is a wide range of scaﬀolds directed towards both tissue engineering
and 3D cell culture applications, with certain overlap. Most scaﬀolds are made
from ﬁber-based or porous polymeric material structures [5]. Due to the possi-
bility to fabricate biomimetic artiﬁcial matrices with morphological similarities to
the ﬁbrillar structures of the in vivo extra cellular matrix, electrospun materials
have emerged as promising candidates for both tissue engineering and cell culture
applications. A large number of studies related to electrospun ﬁber based scaf-
folds, targeting various forms of tissue, such as cardiovascular, osseus, cartilage
and nervous tissue, have been carried out.
The central nervous system (the brain and the spinal cord) is the most complex
structure in the human body and shows very limited capacity to recover from
injury or disease [9]. Substantial attention is therefore directed towards stem cell
and scaﬀold based therapies that could be used to assist in nervous tissue repair.
3
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An equally important aspect in the treatment of trauma and diseases is to advance
our understanding of the processes and functions of individual neural cell types
in nervous tissue, such as neurons and astrocytes. This could be alleviated by in
vitro cell culture scaﬀolds that capture important in vivo features for these cell
types otherwise lost when cells are transferred to standard two-dimensional culture
systems. Using such in vitro cell culture scaﬀolds, could potentially reﬁne our
understanding of cellular processes and result in more precise and earlier insights
on the eﬀects from new experimental drugs, leading to faster development of new
or enhanced treatments. In this thesis, we have explored the use of electrospun
ﬁber scaﬀolds and related topographies in the context of culturing cells, primarily
related to neural tissue.
1.1.2 Thermal Management of Microelectronics
The rapid pace of development in microelectronics over the last decades, has led
to some of the most inﬂuential technological and societal advances in the modern
era. To continue coping with the progressive demands of improved performance,
device miniaturization and extended functionality, both the semiconductor and the
ICT industry are in constant pursuit to increase integration densities across the IC
and packaging levels. However, enhanced computational power and more compact
device designs, comes at the cost of increased power dissipation and/or higher
power densities [10]. As most of the input power is ultimately converted to heat,
the requirements on thermal management is becoming increasingly challenging.
Today, thermal dissipation is considered one of the main bottlenecks for further
development of many high performance micro- and power-electronic systems. The
general prognosis is that the power densities will continue to rise within the fore-
seeable future [11]. Addressing the thermal management issues has therefore been
posed by the industry consortia iNEMI and ITRS as a ﬁeld of research priority
[12–14]. New and innovative materials and packaging technologies for improved
thermal dissipation are expected to play key roles in order to further advance the
performance and achieve suﬃcient reliability of systems based on semiconductors.
This is true, going from handheld devices (∼mW) to massive data centers (∼GW).
On the IC level, while increasing the computational power, the associated in-
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crease in power dissipation can be limited by using scaled down and more eﬀective
transistors and IC architectures. For microprocessors, the emerging next genera-
tions, targeting the 14 and 10 nm nodes and using the low leakage ﬁn-FET based
transistor technology will have reduced levels of power consumption compared
to current generations. The multi-core architectures for CPUs and APUs have
allowed for increased computational power while limiting the power densities to
around 1 W/mm2, deviating from the earlier exponentially growing trend [15].
Nevertheless, as transistor density and total number of transistors increase, a net
eﬀect of higher power densities is to be expected. Of additional concern, is that
the power dissipation in modern chip architectures is typically non-uniform and
focused to functional areas. In such regions of the die, the local power densities
can reach up to 3–10 W/mm2 [16, 17]. These, so called hotspots, are problematic
since the overall reliability is typically constrained by the hottest region on the IC,
rather than the average temperature [10].
To advance performance and functionality without relying on reduced feature
scaling, signiﬁcant eﬀort is focused on increasing packaging density by integra-
tion of multiple functionalities such as ICs and related passive circuits into single
packages. Towards this end, the stacking of ICs, so called three-dimensional inte-
gration, using vertical interconnects, is seen as a promising path to reduce footprint
and interconnect paths for higher bandwidth, lower latency and lower power con-
sumption. However, stacking several heat generating ICs, brings an additional set
of complications and generally intensiﬁes the thermal management challenges to
new levels.
On top of these challenges, is that the traditional engineering based solutions
for increasing the thermal dissipation are approaching their limits. Air-cooled heat
sinks, which are the most common cooling solutions, are already an order of magni-
tude larger than the chip itself and still provide inadequate heat removal capability
for future needs. Continued development towards larger and more powerful cool-
ing solutions is not a viable strategy, as it features more bulky systems and higher
power consumption for active cooling. As a matter of fact, the power consumption
of the active cooling solutions is becoming an issue felt by the IT–industry. Data
centers have been reported to consume 50-100 % additional energy solely dedicated
to active cooling and thermal dissipation. Consequently, the thermal issues has
5
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now become a major factor preventing higher data rates [15].
Moreover, in the hardware design of electronics system, it is often attractive
to move towards passive cooling solutions. Primarily, as they do not rely on
moving mechanical parts to maintain function, but also from a power consumption
perspective. The problem is that natural convection is coupled with a larger
thermal resistance going from the heatsink to the ambient, compared to forced
convection. Therefore, to keep the total thermal resistance within functional limits,
the thermal resistance from the heat generating components to the heatsink, has
to be reduced.
Several aspects that are crucial for maintaining the microelectronics industry’s
momentum currently rely on innovative development of new process and material
technologies that can alleviate the thermal management issues. From a material
perspective, this includes: moving to new semiconductor materials with higher
conductivity and higher heat resistance compared to silicon, such as GaN [18] and
SiC [19]; more eﬀective thermoelectric materials for thermoelectric local hot spot
cooling; utilization of carbon allotropes as light and highly thermally conductive
materials [20–23]; and developing new thermal interface materials (TIMs) with
lower thermal resistance and reliable performance. TIMs have been identiﬁed by
the ITRS [11, 13] as one of the main bottlenecks to reduce the junction-to-ambient
thermal resistance. In this thesis, we present the development of a novel metal ma-
trix composite technology incorporating electrospun ﬁbers, aimed towards meeting
current and future requirements on thermal performance and thermo–mechanical
reliability for TIMs in microelectronic systems.
1.2 Scope and Outline
This thesis concerns the processing, characterization and utilization of material
structures based on micro- and nanoﬁbers fabricated using electrospinning within
two ﬁelds: Electrospun scaﬀolds with surface modiﬁcations for in vitro 3D cell
culture and tissue engineering applications, and electrospun ﬁber–reinforced metal
matrix composites for thermal interface material applications.
Chapter 2 describes the electrospinning technique, its process details and vari-
ations, as well as a few of the many interesting potential applications.
6
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Chapter 3 presents results on the fabrication, characterization and implementa-
tion of electrospun polyurethane (PU) ﬁber architectures and their imposed eﬀects
on a few diﬀerent cell types, predominantly associated with neural tissue. Firstly,
detailed characterization of plasma surface modiﬁcations on PU ﬁber networks and
related eﬀects on subsequently seeded stem cells, are presented. Secondly, electro-
spun PU ﬁbers with physically adsorbed protein coatings are studied as in vitro
scaﬀolds for primary neural cells. Finally, the integration of patterned electrospun
PU topographies into microﬂuidic systems is demonstrated and discussed.
Chapter 4 is devoted to the development of a novel metal matrix polymer com-
posite technology incorporating electrospun ﬁber networks. After introducing the
reader to some of the boundary conditions at the thermal interfaces in microelec-
tronics, and reviewing current and emerging material solutions, the fabrication of
the MMC technology is presented. Three implementations of the technology is
developed, evaluated and compared to conventional interface materials and other
TIM technologies still in research.
Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and a brief future outlook is given.
7
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Chapter 2
Electrospinning
In essence, electrospinning is the process of electrostatic drawing out and collection
of ﬁbers, typically polymeric, from a solution or melt onto a grounded collector.
The process of electrospinning, or electric-ﬁeld induced spinning, was recognized
early in the 1900s, when the ﬁrst related patents were deposited. However, it
was not until about two decades ago, when the process was evidenced to enable
formation of high added-value organic micro and nanomaterial, that the interest
for electrospinning was completely renewed. This ”rediscovery” of electrospinning
is commonly attributed to Reneker et al. [24] who demonstrated and argued for
its potential to form continuous ﬁbers with diameters in the micro- and nanometer
range. Since then, electrospinning has been explored as a method to compose non-
woven ﬁbrous assemblies for a broad range of applications, involving both technical
and life science directions (for reviews on the subject see [25–32]).
Electrospinning is a top-down method and one among several ways to form
ﬁbers in the micro and nanoscale range, such as drawing, template synthesis,
phase separation, chemical vapor deposition, melt blowing and self-assembly [33].
However, in comparison to these methods, electrospinning oﬀers some key features
that makes it attractive. First and foremost, it stands out among the other meth-
ods due to its scalability. Importantly, this can alleviate the transfer of promising
lab research ﬁndings into industrial processes, which permits realization of end–
products that have impact outside the scientiﬁc community. In addition, the com-
bination of scalability and allowing for controlled preparation of non-woven, long,
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continuous ﬁbers into hierarchical ﬁber architectures, oﬀered by electrospinning
renders unique and powerful opportunities that are not easily accessible through
other methods. In general, electrospun nonwoven ﬁber meshes (also referred to
as membranes, mats, webs and networks) are characterized by high spatial in-
terconnectivity, high porosity, an intrinsic three-dimensional topography and an
associated large surface–to–volume ratio. The process parameters that govern the
formation and morphology of electrospun ﬁbers will be addressed in the following
section.
2.1 Electrostatic Drawing of Fibers
There are many speciﬁc implementations of electrospinning based fabrication [27],
but the basic principles of operation are largely the same [34]. The process relies
on the balanced interaction between cohesive forces and the electrostatic forces
induced on charged entities in a solution. In a conventional electrospinning setup
(ﬁgure 2.1), the solution is fed through a syringe equipped with a metal can-
nula/nozzle connected to a high voltage source, typically in the range of 5–50 kV.
When a pendent drop of the solution accumulates at the cannula oriﬁce it forms
a convex meniscus, due to the surface tension and the excess charges, primed
through the voltage supply, that will start to gather at the apex of the liquid
cone. As the repellent forces of the positive charges overcome the surface tension
of the viscous solution, a jet erupts, in what is called a Taylor cone, and travels
towards the grounded collector. While travelling towards the collector any insta-
bility subjected to the jet beam will render an uneven surface charge distribution
causing a whipping or spinning motion due to the Coulombic repulsion. The re-
sult of the spinning motion is extensive stretching that leads to severe thinning of
the cross section of the liquid beam, typically by 4–6 orders of magnitude. The
width of the ejected jet in combination with the number of stages of bending and
stretching action that occurs, determines the resulting diameters of the collected
ﬁbers. As the solution jet travels towards the collector, the solvents evaporate,
and dry polymer ﬁbers are deposited on the collector. Depending on the degree of
solvent evaporation during spinning, the collected ﬁber network may display fused
splices and joints at ﬁber intersections and crossovers. The evaporation rate of the
10
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solvent is governed by several factors, both external and intrinsic to the solvent.
Many of the properties that eﬀect the evaporation, such as vapor pressure, boiling
point, enthalpy and heat of vaporization, are related to the molecular weight of
the solvent. The rate of evaporation of the solvent is also higher whilst travelling
in the jet because of the repulsion between similarly charged solvent molecules.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of a typical electrospinning process.
In case the viscosity and/or surface tension of the solution are not tuned to
counterbalance the stretching action of the electric ﬁeld, the solution will break
into smaller constituents in the form of discrete droplets. Thus, for a continuous
electrospinning operation, the polymer content needs to be suﬃciently high to
cause a molecular chain entanglement that prevents the electrically driven jet
from breaking into droplets. The transition between a stable jet and discrete
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droplets can also occur if the surface tension has a dominant inﬂuence in the
solution, as it strives towards minimizing the exposed surface area. This balance
between solution viscosity and surface tension is typically observed experimentally
as an emerging bead formation on the collected ﬁbers while decreasing polymer
concentration in the spinning solution. Below a certain threshold for the polymer
concentration, the outcome will be spraying of solution droplets onto the collector.
This related process is called electro-spraying.
The parameters that aﬀect the ﬁber formation during electrospinning can be
classiﬁed into three groups: solution parameters, processing conditions and am-
bient conditions. Out of these, the solution properties (viscosity, surface ten-
sion, electrical properties, vapour pressure, boiling point which are dependent on
polymer molecular concentration/weight/solubility, solvent conductivity/dielectric
constant/vapour pressure/boiling point, number of ions in the solution) have the
most signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the ﬁber morphology and need to be balanced within
a certain range for ﬁber formation to occur [35]. Once these parameters are within
a functional range, the solution viscosity is the primary factor determining the
resulting ﬁber diameter. This eﬀectively by limiting the extent of elongation of
the solution during ﬂight. The solution viscosity is inﬂuenced by the degree of
molecular chain entanglement, which in turn is dependent on polymer molecular
weight/solubility and concentration. Thus, the most straightforward way to con-
trol the ﬁber diameter, for a given soluble polymer, is by adjusting the polymer
concentration in the solution. Another way to adjust the outcome of the process is
to increase the electrical conductivity of the solution by adding ions, for instance
through a small amount of salt or ionic surfactant. As a result of an increased con-
ductivity, the number of charges that are carried by the solution is higher, thereby
increasing the stretching of the electrospinning jet. Within a small range, a higher
conductivity of the solution tends to yield ﬁbers of smaller diameter and can be
utilized to enable spinning of solutions with low polymer concentration by reduc-
ing the bead formation. Solutions with signiﬁcant concentration of conductive
particles are often challenging to electrospin.
The basic processing conditions that are important in the electrospinning pro-
cess are the supplied voltage, feeding rate, oriﬁce diameter, type of collector and
distance between needle and collector. Higher voltage and resulting electric ﬁeld
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cause a larger volume of solution to be drawn from the Taylor cone and will aﬀect
the deposition morphology of the ﬁbers, with a tendency towards reducing the
ﬁber diameter. To certain extent, higher voltage has also been reported to induce
a greater crystallinity in the ﬁber [35]. For a given voltage, a stable and continuous
ﬁber formation is achieved by feeding the solution at a rate that corresponds to the
speed of which the material is ejected. Typically a lower feeding rate is desirable as
the jet will then contain less solvents, and avoid the ﬁbers of fusing together upon
deposition due to residual solvents. Fiber merging is also more common when the
distance between the oriﬁce and collector is low. The type of collector can be used
to control the alignment, but also aﬀects the morphology in terms of ﬁber mat
density distribution and porosity. Common ways to achieve ﬁber alignment is by
using a rotating drum collector or by using separated parallel conductive collector
surfaces. The ﬁber mat porosity is aﬀected by the number of residual charges
that is present on the deposited ﬁbers, as they repel additional incoming ﬁbers.
Consequently the local ability of the collector to transport away residual charges
will aﬀect the porosity and ﬁber mat deposition. In the functional range, changing
oriﬁce diameter has a limited eﬀect on the spinning process, even though a smaller
oriﬁce can lead to a reduction in the ﬁber diameter, as the surface tension of a
smaller droplet is increased.
The impact of ambient conditions on electrospinning, such as temperature, hu-
midity and pressure, are not extensively characterized. The reported results tend
to depend on the speciﬁc polymer-solvent system investigated [36, 37]. However,
a general eﬀect is that higher temperature lowers the solution viscosity and in-
crease the evaporation rate. Volatile solvents will also dry more rapidly at low
humidity, which can cause rapid solidiﬁcation of the electrospinning solution and
be disruptive of the process. The humidity has been reported to aﬀect the ﬁber
formation through condensing on the surface of the jet due to the cooling from the
rapid evaporation of volatile solvents. High relative humidity has also been found
to result in pores on the ﬁbers [38]. Additionally, humidity have been shown to
signiﬁcantly aﬀect the ﬁber diameter, where the direction of the change can go
either way depending on the chemical and molecular interactions with the solvent-
polymer system.
All in all, as illustrated by the multiple and interrelated factors aﬀecting the
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process, electrospinning is a diﬃcult technique to master. On the contrary, it is
comparably straight forward technique in its simplest form, and requires relatively
basic hardware. In fact, simple electrospinning is also considered theoretically well
understood and modelling work has contributed to a more in-depth understand-
ing of the inﬂuence of diﬀerent processing parameters. Nevertheless, the ﬁeld is
largely dominated by creative experimental work to probe and assess the potential
of the ﬁber architectures that can be formed. In the next section, a brief outlook
on interesting variations of the basic electrospinning that further extend the basic
processing capabilities is given. This is followed by a short review on some re-
cent prominent implementations of electrospun ﬁbers to illustrate the diversity of
possible applications.
2.2 Process Variations
The most common process variations of electrospinning is to use a custom design
of the collector and/or the solution delivery conﬁguration. In terms of collectors,
there are several conﬁgurations that can produce aligned ﬁbers, each with its
strengths and weaknesses. Seemingly the most commonly used aligning collectors
are based on spinning drums, wire drums, tubes or discs, that rotate at high
RPM. The high speed rotation causes the ﬁbers to deposit in alignment with
the direction of rotation. For small tube collectors, there are also additions of
knife-edge electrodes that enables deposition of thicker layers of ﬁbers, which are
otherwise limited. This enables the formation of free standing macroscopic tubes
consisting of electrospun ﬁbers. The static collector alternatives to deposit aligned
ﬁbers are in the form of parallel electrodes or separated blades in a line. These
collectors allows for highly aligned ﬁbers but are limited regarding the length of the
ﬁbers and the thickness of the ﬁber mat that can be collected, especially compared
to rotating collectors. On the other hand, the static alternatives oﬀers comparably
easy transfer from the collector surface or direct spinning onto custom substrates.
For rotating collectors, ﬁber mat transfer can be problematic as there tends to be
residual stress in the ﬁbers. This residual stress comes from additional stretching
from the rotating action during deposition and causes the mat to contract/deform
once released from the collector surface.
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Going from controlled alignment of ﬁbers in one direction, to multiple direc-
tions, there are reports on using arrays of counter electrodes to manipulate the
electric ﬁeld, which cause alignment between each electrode in a pattern formation.
However, this technique of alignment is quite limited with regards to the achiev-
able thickness and area of consistent patterning. For an even higher degree of
control of the ﬁber deposition, while sacriﬁcing process scalability, is the near-ﬁeld
electrospinning process [39]. Near–ﬁeld electrospinning is a form of serial direct
writing of single ﬁbers at a short distance (∼500 μm) to the collector using a small
tip (∼10 μm) as spinneret.
Another way to manipulate the electric ﬁeld to control the electrospinning jet
and aﬀect the ﬁber deposition, is to position additional auxiliary electrodes along
the jet path at same polarity as the electrospinning jet. Primarily this is seen in
the form of rings around the electrospinning nozzle, that acts to limit the area
onto which ﬁber are deposited. To mitigate collection of continuous ﬁber mats at
larger scale, conveyor belts and roll-to-roll collectors can be employed. Another
interesting option for sustained ﬁber deposition is to collect ﬁbers into a water
bath, while allowing a portion of the mat to be continuously rolled up onto an
external roll. This enables the fabrication of continuous mats without the use of
a carrier substrate.
In terms of solution delivery conﬁgurations there are multiple ways to form
the initial protrusion in the solution, wherein charges can accumulate, and even-
tually cause eruption into a jet towards the collector. By far the most common
conﬁguration is to use a metal nozzle or cannula attached on a solution container
along with a feeding mechanism, for instance a syringe along with a syringe pump.
A variation of this is specially designed oriﬁces with multiple openings along the
same axis from diﬀerent solution containers, that enables formation of core-shell
ﬁbers, through so called co-axial electrospinning. Instead placing multiple nozzles
in parallel is a way to co-electrospin diﬀerent polymers into interwoven networks
or alternatively to increase the rate of ﬁber deposition.
As an alternate route to using needles, it is possible to commence electrospin-
ning directly from a larger solution bath, where the protrusions is formed directly
on the solutions surface. Aside from the natural or random occurrence, the initial
protrusion formation in the electrospinning solution can then be assisted by an
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underlying geometry, by actively introducing bubbles in the solution, or by apply-
ing a magnetic ﬁeld. Spinning directly from a solution bath is an eﬀective way
of scaling the productivity of the electrospinning process, but generally oﬀers less
precise control of the ﬁber diameter.
To-date there is a number of equipment manufacturers that oﬀer electrospin-
ning equipment with capability of continuous fabrication of ﬁber mats both for
lab-scale and commercial production. Currently the commercial applications are
limited, mainly to ﬁlter applications, and the scientiﬁc community constitutes the
major customers on the electrospinning equipment market [31]. However, as some
of the emerging applications for electrospinning and related products reach higher
technology readiness levels, this can be expected to change over a not so distant
future.
2.3 Applications
The range of potential applications for electrospun materials is quite remarkable.
The versatility of the process enables electrospinning to be a potential starting
point for material based solutions to problems which are initially quite diﬀerent.
To illustrate this to the reader, we will brieﬂy go through a number of examples in
recent literature, going all the way from electrospun materials as anode materials
in batteries, via the use in composites and wearable sensors, to wound dressings,
implants and ﬁnally scaﬀolds for cell culture.
Starting with materials in batteries, Zhou et al. [40] reported on the synthesis of
an ultra-uniform nanohybrid anode material for Li-ion batteries by electrospinning.
Their initial material was a solution of polyacrylonitrile in dimethylformamide
with suspended tin–oxide nanoparticles. After electrospinning and stabilization,
the collected ﬁbers were carbonized to form hybrid ﬁbers, i.e. carbon nanoﬁbers
with tin–oxide content. The beneﬁt with using electrospun material as electrode
material were stated to primarily come from its open and interconnected structure.
When used as an anode material, the open structure enabled the material to
accommodate for the mechanical strain from the volume expansion, that occurs
during lithium insertion, while preserving high electrical conductivity through the
continuous ﬁber network.
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For composite application, Jiang et al. [41] utilized electrospun nylon nanoﬁbers
as a reinforcement in a thermosetting plastic matrix and managed to improve the
tensile strength and toughness signiﬁcantly. They also noted a drastic eﬀect on
the improvement of properties depending on the wetting procedure used between
the matrix resin and the reinforcing ﬁbers.
For stretchable electronics, e.g. wearable sensors and electronic skin, polymer
based transistors using electrospun ﬁbers were recently reported by Shin et al
[42]. The transistors were formed using Au nanosheets as electrodes, electrospun
semiconducting polymer ﬁbers as the active channels, with ion–gel polyelectrolyte
as the dielectric layer. The structure was formed on top of electrospun polystyrene
based ﬁber mat as substrate. They found that the network structure of the ion–
gel and electrospun substrate lead to transistors with high mechanical stability
under severe stretching events, and that the performance was retained for over
1000 stretching cycles.
To enable self-powered electronics that directly interface with the human body,
ﬂexible design, lightweight and self-powered operation are properties which are
highly sought for. In this context, Persano et al. [43] fabricated large area ﬂexible
piezo-electric material from aligned electrospun mats, and found that the structure
of the material resulted in outstanding piezoelectric characteristics, which enable
ultra-high sensitivity to pressure diﬀerences.
From wearable electronics to assisting the healing process, Chen et al. [44]
prepared wound dressings based on electrospun polyurethane ﬁbers with silver
nanoparticles. The wound dressings was found to have an improved wound healing
rate compared to other wound dressings, due to its excellent antimicrobial activity,
high speciﬁc surface, and its porosity that allowed for high water transmission rate
and ﬂuid drainage ability.
From interfacing with the human body on the outside to the inside, the use
of electrospun ﬁbers as a cellular scaﬀolds was recently demonstrated for the ﬁrst
time in clinical surgery on humans. Jungebluth et al. [45] replaced an airway with
a artiﬁcially created analogous where the surface was covered with electrospun
ﬁbers that had been seeded with stem cells in a bioreactor. Their conclusions was
that it is possible to use bio–artiﬁcial scaﬀolds as a treatment for complex airway
defects. In the report, one of the key factors for the successful clinical outcome was
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mentioned as the biorector reseeding of the stem cells, hinting of the importance
of the scaﬀold.
However, clinical trials on humans using stem cells and scaﬀolds are still an
exception for the majority of tissue and cell types. On the road towards better
understanding of how electrospun scaﬀolds aﬀect stem cells and also diﬀerentiated
cell types, there are many studies conducted in vitro and in vivo on cultured
and animal derived cells. For instance, Fon et al. [46] recently investigated the
ability of aligned electrospun scaﬀolds with encapsulated proteins to direct the
migratory pathway of neuroblasts in rats. They found that the scaﬀold was able
to support neuroblast migration along the intended direction and that there were
indications of diﬀerentiation of the neuroblasts into neurons. On a similar topic,
Binan et al. [47] studied the cell survival and diﬀerentiation of neural stem cells
on electrospun ﬁbers in combination with controlled release of substances that
inﬂuence diﬀerentiation. They found the combination of the topographical cues
emanating from the electrospun ﬁber scaﬀolds and controlled delivery of chemically
instructive cues could enhance the diﬀerentiation into motor neuronal lineages
and promote neurite outgrowth. Their ﬁndings was believed to be a step further
towards improved strategies for peripheral nerve injury repair.
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Electrospun Scaﬀolds for Cell
Culture
One of the major driving forces for the exploration and development of electro-
spinning technology is its wide potential in the biomedical ﬁeld. This is reﬂected
in the exponential increase of the number of peer reviewed articles on electrospin-
ning related technology with biomedical relevance during the last 15 years [48].
Depending on application, commonly electrospun materials are of biodegradable
and/or biocompatible nature [49], including both natural and synthetic polymers
such as collagen [50], silk ﬁbroin [51, 52], cellulose [53], PE [54], PLLA [55], PCL
[56], PLGA [57, 58], PVA [59], PS [60], PET [61] and PU [44, 62–64]. The sug-
gested applications for these electrospun materials range from wound dressing and
biomolecule ﬁltration, to scaﬀolds for 3D cell culture and complex tissue engineer-
ing.
Seemingly the most promising biomedical use of electrospun scaﬀolds are within
the ﬁeld of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Ultimately aiming to help
generate implantable functional tissue, organs or support regeneration of damaged
or dis-functional tissue, tissue engineering holds great promise in allowing clinical
treatments beyond what was previously feasible. Up until now, extensive eﬀorts
combining fabrication and detailed characterizations of the substrates, along with
studies of cellular behaviour have lead to improved appreciation of how surface
properties aﬀect the biological response [65]. Commonly targeted tissues include
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cardiovascular [63, 66], osseus (bone) [67], epidermis (skin) [68], muscular [69] and
nervous tissue.
The ideal scaﬀold based implant for replacing or regenerating tissue should, in
addition to biological compatibility of the structure with the host cells and tissue,
present a number of characteristics. There is a general consensus in literature, that
it is desirable for scaﬀold based implants to mimic and incorporate key features of
the extra cellular matrix (ECM) found in vivo [6]. Important features are porosity,
pore size, and mechanical properties, while containing the suitable chemical cues
and exhibiting a topology that allows for a spatial organization appropriate for
the targeted tissue. In this respect, electrospinning has attracted substantial at-
tention as a method to generate ﬁbrous scaﬀolding structures with morphological
characteristics bearing resemblance to the ECM [54, 70]. More speciﬁcally, as a
synthetic analogue to the morphology of ﬁbrillar collagen and elastin components
of ECM. Additional characteristics that makes electrospun scaﬀolds attractive,
are their high porosity, interconnected pores, high speciﬁc surface as well as the
morphological control that the electrospinning process admits. For a cell scaﬀold
in vitro, high porosity and interconnected pores facilitates the transport of gases,
nutrients and regulatory factors that are basic for cell survival and function. An
interconnected pore structure also allows for cell–cell interactions, as opposed to
isolated cell clusters, which would result from a closed pore structure. A high
surface area–to–volume ratio can increase the number of cells that can adhere and
also oﬀer better possibility to incorporate biomolecules. The possibility for con-
trolling ﬁber alignment during electrospinning is considered useful as a mechanical
cue to direct tissue growth, cellular orientation and migration.
Albeit promising, several challenges for electrospun scaﬀolds are still subjects
for further exploration. This includes cellular inﬁltration, detailed knowledge of
the eﬀects on the cells from the topographical and chemical interface that the
scaﬀolds presents, and how to best modify the ﬁber surfaces using additional pro-
cessing technologies. The incorporation of cells into electrospun scaﬀolds can be
problematic due to the generally small pore size and several routes to deal with
this has been investigated. One example is alternating electrospinning deposition
with cell seeding [71]. Other suggestions include inclusion of large ﬁbers to increase
pore size and sacriﬁcial ﬁber layers that dissolve after cellular inﬁltration [72]. The
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interface between the cells and the scaﬀold is a crucial factor governing the cellu-
lar response. Commonly used surface modiﬁcation strategies to promote favorable
interactions include plasma surface treatment, protein grafting and physical ad-
sorption of proteins. As the family of receptors that mediate cell-matrix adhesion,
vary depending on cell type, so does the conditions for increasing the cell adhesion
to a surface. Consequently, the most suitable method to coat or surface modify
electrospun scaﬀolds will depend on target cell type. Also the chemical microen-
vironment, e.g. the cell culture media, can inﬂuence the surface interactions, as
additional components may aggregate at the interface between the native scaﬀold
surface and the cell membrane.
Despite the considerable knowledge base built up over the years, the under-
standing of cellular processes at the interface towards synthetically prepared ma-
terials can still be regarded to be in its infancy [73]. Continued research is required
to discern the impact of diﬀerent surface characteristics and how they may be uti-
lized for biomedical engineering. The following sections present work performed in
a multidisciplinary environment, aiming to further explore the eﬀects of electro-
spun scaﬀold based microenvironments on cellular response. First, in section 3.1,
we introduce relevant concepts and earlier research on extrinsic factors aﬀecting
cell behavior, stem cells, neural cells, electrospun PU and plasma surface modiﬁca-
tions. Here we also include characterization of the eﬀects of oxygen (O2) plasma on
morphology, surface chemistry and wettability of electrospun PU networks (corre-
sponding to Paper A). This initial study contributes to the understanding of how
the O2 plasma modiﬁcation acts on ﬁbrous PU material systems and is relevant for
the design and fabrication of electrospun ﬁbers with controlled physical properties.
Following this, in section 3.2, we investigate how a few diﬀerent plasma surface
modiﬁcations of electrospun PU scaﬀolds aﬀects the response of human embry-
onic stem cells (hESCs) and neural stem cells (nSCs) (corresponding to Paper B).
Next, the topographical reactions of neural cells, more speciﬁcally astrocytes and
neurons, are studied (corresponding to Paper C and D). Our ﬁndings indicate that
speciﬁc implementations of electrospun scaﬀolds may be able to take traditional
in vitro cell culture a step further by allowing experiments in an environment that
better captures important aspects of the in vivo situation. Finally, in section 3.4
we explore a route to integrate electrospun ﬁbers with microﬂuidic channels to en-
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able further elaboration on the eﬀects of electrospun structures on cell behaviour
(corresponding to Paper E). The developed system platform oﬀers the possibility
to study cell responses when simultaneously subjected to extrinsic topographical
and chemical cues. More speciﬁcally, in the form of patterned electrospun to-
pographies deﬁned through direct photolithography, in combination with chemical
gradients, achieved with a gradient generating network.
3.1 Cell-Substrate Interactions
Cells, tissue and organs are undeniably complex systems. Each cell contain nu-
merous nano and microscale internal structures that continuously orchestrates a
multitude of diﬀerent processes. Macroscopically, we can observe the results of
these processes, for instance in the form of what proteins the cells express, when
and how they proliferate (divide to multiply), diﬀerentiate (specialize) and initiate
apoptosis (programmed cell death) [74]. Ultimately individual cellular actions of
diﬀerent cell types, act together in a symphony to make up the diﬀerent forms
of functional tissue and organs. In addition to the intrinsic factors that regulate
individual cell fate and behavior, cells are inherently sensitive to extrinsic sig-
nals from their surrounding micro-environment. It has been well–established that
extrinsic physical stimuli inﬂuence crucial aspects of cell development and phys-
iology [75–78]. Within the biomedical ﬁeld, there is growing interest in utilizing
fabrication techniques which can manipulate and enable deﬁned material forma-
tion on the micro and nanoscale and thus oﬀer possibilities to control aspects of
material-cell-interactions.
The ECM is a mesh-like organisation of ﬁbrillar proteins and glycosaminogly-
cans (polysacharides) and a part of connective tissue. Throughout the body the
ECM provides a structurally and biochemically supportive surrounding for cells.
There are several diﬀerent cell types that secret ECM components (eg. ﬁbrob-
lasts, chondrocytes, and osteoblasts) and the local composition depends on the
cells in the speciﬁc tissue type [79]. The components of the ECM were originally
hypothesized to primarily assist in the control of cellular attachment and growth.
However, studies performed a few decades ago [80] identiﬁed that the ﬁbrillar
structures in the native ECM (ﬁber diameters of 10–500 nm [74, 81]) also exerted
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eﬀects on neuronal cell shape and could direct migration. It was suggested that
there was a contact guidance mechanism leading to an increased probability of
axons to follow along ﬁbrils. This spurred on an interest to examine cell response
on surfaces with well-deﬁned topographies. The possibility to study this in more
detail was improved through advances in micro-fabrication technologies allowing,
for instance, greater control over grooved structures, that could be used to mimic
the topography of ECM ﬁbrils. With further studies it became increasingly clear
that topographical variations on the micro and nano-scale can aﬀect cell behaviour,
even though the speciﬁc response is dependent on cell type as well as simultaneous
cell-cell interactions [75]. Through continued eﬀorts it has been shown that vir-
tually all essential functions, such as attachment, growth, proliferation, migration
and diﬀerentiation, are aﬀected by the complete niche microenvironment compris-
ing all physical and chemical factors. However, the properties of the surface onto
which the cells adhere have in many instances been found to be particularly im-
portant [78, 82]. Mechanical cues have been shown useful to convey control over
cell characteristics, especially in synergy with other surface cues [73]. Additionally
nano- and microtopography have been identiﬁed to promote cell attachment and
guide the lineage of diﬀerentiating stem cells. As a continued direction within
this ﬁeld of research, the opportunities oﬀered by the electrospinning technique to
move from topographies based on grooves deﬁned through standard micro- and
nanofabrication processes into three–dimensional ﬁbrillar porous constructs with
spatial connectivity, are considered attractive.
3.1.1 Stem Cells and Neural Cells
The common property of all stem cells are that they can divide indeﬁnitely and
have the ability to diﬀerentiate into more specialised cell types. There are many
diﬀerent stem cells, but they can be conceptually divided into embryonic and adult
stem cells. Embryonic stem cells can be derived from the inner cell mass of a blas-
tocyst, at an early stage of embryonic development. These cells are pluripotent,
which mean that they can essentially diﬀerentiate into all cell types in the human
body after a number of diﬀerentiation steps. Adult stem cells are found in post-
natal tissue in the body, and are generally capable of diﬀerentiating into a more
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limited number of diﬀerent cell types, typically within their speciﬁc organ or tissue.
The capability of unlimited renewal for adult stem cells is still under discussion
[83], and they are diﬃcult to distinguish from progenitor cells that only divide a
limited number of times. An example of such cells are neural stem cells/neural
progenitor cells, which diﬀerentiate into cells in neural tissue.
Neural tissue in the CNS consists primarily of neurons and neuroglial cells.
The brain is estimated to contain about 1011 neurons (sensory, motor, autonomic
etc.) which corresponds to about 15 % of the total number of cells in our brain
[84]. Generally, neurons have one single axon accompanied by numerous smaller
dendrites, projecting from the cell body. They process and transmit electrical
and chemical signals, and connect to other neurons via synapses, forming neural
networks. For neuroglial cells, the most abundant sub-population in the human
central nervous system is the astrocytes. The ”astro”–part in their name originates
from having a characteristic star-shape-like appearance in the CNS and there are
∼1.4 astrocytes for every neuron in the human neocortex [85]. Traditionally, as-
trocytes were considered to mainly act as part of the supportive tissue for neurons
(”glia” is derived from gliok which is essentially greek for glue). However, ﬁndings
over the last two decades have redeﬁned this view and established that astrocytes
also execute more advanced functions, such as Ca2+–based signalling and releasing
transmitters to modulate a host of important brain functions [86]. This and other
subsequent discoveries have turned astrocytes into a crucial area of research in
the ﬁeld of neuroscience. Astrocyte responses are, for instance, involved in neu-
rodegenerative diseases, such as ALS, Parkinsons, Alzheimers, and Huntingtons
disease, but also CNS trauma. Even though much remains to explore, a hint of
the importance of astrocytes, is that the ratio of astrocytes to neurons in the mam-
malian brain increase with brain complexity [85]. This is not only true comparing
to amidst diﬀerent animals, but also among human individuals. One prominent
example of this, is the reported observations from dissections of Einsteins brain.
The main diﬀerence found comparing tissue from one of the most brilliant minds
of our time to samples from normal brain tissue, was the incredibly high number
of glial cells. On average, Einsteins brain was found to have approximately twice
as many glial cells compared to what is considered average [87]. Additionally, the
size and complexity of the astrocytes appear to be linked to more evolved brain
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functions when comparing to other species. It has for instance been shown that
the astrocytes in the human neocortex are ∼2.5-fold larger in diameter and have
processes that extend 10–fold more than that of rodents [88].
Being able to control the diﬀerentiation of stem cells is an important part in the
future of stem cell based therapies. For instance, when expanding hESC lines it is
important to prevent or restrict diﬀerentiation, in order to ensure enough cells can
be created in a reasonable time and limiting contamination from diﬀerentiation
into unwanted cell types. On the other hand, when applying the expanded cells
from culture to form speciﬁc functional tissue, the target is shifted towards ensuring
that the stem cell source can diﬀerentiate into the right cells for the intended tissue
type. The diﬀerentiation processes of both hESCs and nSCs are inﬂuenced by the
microenvironment in which the cell resides. The scaﬀold surface and morphology
constitute a part of the motifs that can potentially act both to prevent and drive
the diﬀerentiation into certain lineages. Exerting control of diﬀerentiation and
other cellular processes through material design are expected to be an important
tuning parameter in the design of scaﬀolds for stem cell therapies. This is believed
to be true, even though the relative eﬀects from the topographical cues and surface
properties of the electrospun scaﬀold compared to chemical cues in the media are
still not that well studied. Nonetheless, several studies have reported how diﬀerent
features of electrospun scaﬀolds aﬀect diﬀerentiation of stem cells. For instance,
Low et al. [89] found that synergistic eﬀects from topographical cues and scaﬀold-
mediated protein, that bind to speciﬁc DNA sequences, enhanced the neuronal
diﬀerentiation of nSCs so that they could generate functional neurons. Another
example is Wang et al. [90] who studied neural precursors, derived from hESCs, on
electrospun silk ﬁbers and found that aligned ﬁber topography promoted neuronal
diﬀerentiation. From our group, earlier work has shown that use of electrospun PU
substrates can aﬀect the diﬀerentiation of hESCs. The next section will shortly
introduce electrospun PU and then continue exploring its potential as a culture
substrate for stem cells after surface modiﬁcations.
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3.1.2 Electrospun Polyurethane Scaﬀolds and Surface Mod-
iﬁcations
PUs are extensively applied within both industrial engineering such as coatings,
adhesives, engineering materials and biomedical applications. From a biomaterial
perspective, PU is comparably well–studied and have been widely used in appli-
cations such as implants, blood-contact materials, infusion pumps, heart-valves,
bandages, blood dialyzers and cardiovascular catheters [91–93]. The popularity of
PUs stems from typically favorable mechanical, thermal and chemical characteris-
tics in combination with biocompatibility and moderate blood compatibility [94].
Several more recent studies have shown that PU based materials in electrospun
form is promising as a scaﬀolding material for tissue engineering. Rockwood et
al. [95] created biodegradable scaﬀolds with electrospun micro sized PU ﬁbers and
showed that it presented useful mechanical properties and degradation proﬁle for
soft tissue engineering. Meng et al. [96] investigated the eﬀects of an electrospun
PU ﬁber and MWCNT (multi–wall carbon nanotube) composite and found that
the structure can provide extracellular signals causing enhanced proliferation and
stimulate the extracellular collagen secretion of vascular endothelial cells. Chen
et al. [97] fabricated electrospun membranes from thermoplastic PU and collagen
blends and found that endothelial cells grew favourably on the mats, which also
allowed certain cellular inﬁltration through migration into the scaﬀolds. Their
study also indicated that electrospinning PU was a viable approach to mimic na-
tive extracellular matrix for tissue engineering, despite the lack of intermolecular
bonds between the scaﬀold and collagen coating.
Previous work in our group has demonstrated the potential of electrospun PU in
tissue engineering related to the adult nervous system. By employing electrospun
PU scaﬀolds as bio-mimetic substrates for hESCs during proliferative and diﬀeren-
tiative conditions, it was shown that the substrate topography assisted in directing
the cells towards a neuronal fate [98]. Indeed the result agrees with many other
studies in literature, suggesting that the geometrical and topological organization
provides extrinsic physical cues that aﬀect hESC proliferation, diﬀerentiation and
morphology [58, 99–101]. Nevertheless, based on these results, it was deemed of
further interest to continue exploring the use of electrospun PU scaﬀolds. As a
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continuation, there was a need to address the surface properties of electrospun PU
in order to improve the scaﬀold-cell interface for attachment. We therefore sought
to ﬁnd how the surface of the scaﬀold could be modiﬁed, what eﬀects such modi-
ﬁcation would have on the scaﬀold properties and how this translated to changes
in cell behavior and fate. As with most synthetic polymeric materials, PU also
presents intrinsic surface characteristics that are unfavorable for cell adhesion and
require functionalisation or surface modiﬁcation [102]. One particularly critical
aspect of the surface properties for PU is the low surface energy, typically asso-
ciated with a hydrophobic response and poor adhesion. Generally, increasing the
surface energy is beneﬁcial for many applications ranging from technical [103, 104]
to biomaterials [105, 106] and cell-interactions [107].
Surface modiﬁcation by exposing substrates to electrically ionized gases, i.e.
plasmas, has been used quite extensively used for biomedical applications. One
of the most common use is the treatment of the polystyrene surface in culture
dishes [108]. Much of the interest in plasma surface treatments is because it allows
modiﬁcation of surface properties without aﬀecting material bulk characteristics,
through relatively straightforward and scale-able processing [105, 106, 109]. Gen-
erally, a plasma surface modiﬁcation process acts on polymeric substrates through
excitation, deionisation and dissociation events by physical bombardment of free
radical species which insert, generate or remove functional groups at the surface.
Plasma treatments is commonly adopted to modify the wettability of polymers
through incorporation of O2 species during or after exposure. This can be ac-
complished using e.g. argon or oxygen species, that increase the surface energy
and modiﬁes surface chemistry, typically concomitant with an increased surface
roughness.
Our initial trials using O2 plasma treatment on electrospun PU substrates in-
dicated that the surface modiﬁcation was capable of signiﬁcantly enhancing the
number of hESC that could attach, survive and proliferate (ﬁgure 3.1). We there-
fore directed our investigation towards discerning the possibilities and limitations
regarding the use of plasma treatment as a modiﬁcation of the electrospun ﬁber
surface (corresponding to Paper A).
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Figure 3.1: Initial trials with hESC grown under proliferative conditions during
four days on pristine and O2 plasma treated ﬁbers. Cells grown on pristine ﬁbers
showing low cell counts (in blue) and low proliferation (green) (a, b). Cells grown
on O2 plasma treated ﬁbers showing signiﬁcantly increased number of proliferating
cells and number of cells that survive. (c, d)
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Eﬀects of Oxygen Plasma on Electrospun Fibers
Oxygen plasma surface modiﬁcation has been frequently applied to activate and
enhance the surface properties of synthetic polymeric materials by enriching it with
O2 functionalities. For PU it has been demonstrated that O2 plasma treatment
is a useful method that can be utilised to improve surface energy, wettability
and biocompatibility [110]. More speciﬁcally O2 plasma treatment of PU ﬁlms
have been shown to decrease contact phase activation of the intrinsic coagulation
cascade [111] and platelet adhesion [112] while increasing cell attachment [113]
and collagen immobilisation through generation of peroxide groups (e.g. R-O-O-H)
[114]. It has also been reported possible to optimise the plasma exposure conditions
to create relatively high concentration of the generated functional groups on the
surface of PU [115, 116].
For planar substrates, O2 plasma treatment is typically associated with in-
creased surface roughness, without aﬀecting bulk properties or structural integrity.
However, because the typical feature size of the electrospun material is nearly on
the same scale as the induced roughness, additional consequences related to ﬁber
diameter, porosity and network morphology are expected. It is therefore important
to understand how parameters in the process can be tuned to allow well-controlled
fabrication of ﬁber networks [27]. For instance, it has been shown that UV-ozone
and ethylene oxide gas sterilisation of electrospun PU induce signiﬁcant changes on
topography and surface roughness [117]. Another example is O2 ion beam surface
modiﬁcation of the near surface morphology for PU ﬁbers that cause ﬁbers to ﬂat-
ten, decrease in diameter and introduced new functional surface groups [118]. In a
comparable manner the O2 plasma treatment can also be anticipated to aﬀect the
structural integrity of electrospun PU through etching mechanisms. To the best
of our knowledge there had been no earlier study elaborating on the eﬀects of O2
plasma treatment on important physical properties, such as morphology, surface
chemistry and hydrophilicity of electrospun PU. The knowledge of explicit eﬀects
and optimised processing windows that could aid in the controlled fabrication of
the desired ﬁber assemblies was thus limited.
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Eﬀect of Exposure Time on Electrospun Morphology
To investigate the eﬀects of O2 plasma, polyether based PU was electrospun using
a solution of 11 wt% biocompatible aromatic polyether based PU resin in a 60:40
mixture of tetrahydrofuran and n,n-dimethylformamide, feed at a rate of 2 ml/h
and applying a voltage of 18 kV. The resulting ﬁbers, which had a diameter of
approximately 1.3 μm, were collected in 30 μm thick ﬁlms on glass coverslips and
an O2 plasma treatment using 100 W RF electrode power and 30 sccm O2 gas ﬂow
was applied while varying exposure time.
SEM micrographs showing the evolution of the morphology from pristine con-
dition up to 7 min O2 plasma treated ﬁbers are presented in ﬁgure 3.2. Detailed
image analysis revealed that the ﬁber diameter etching rate eﬀectively is approx.
300 nm/min during the ﬁrst 30 s of treatment, leading to a decrease in average
diameter of around 150 nm. Even though the etching rate between 1 and 3 min
appear comparatively slow, below 50 nm/min, changes in network morphology
start to be visible in SEM ﬁrst after 3 min treatment, as the ﬁbers become notice-
ably thinner and the surface roughness of individual ﬁbers appear altered. The
diameters were found to decrease from 1190 to 970 nm, with a standard deviation
(SD) of 290 and 250 nm for pristine and 3 min plasma treated ﬁbers, respectively,
corresponding to an approximate rate of decrease in average ﬁber diameter of 70
nm/min (when integrated and averaged over time). The initially high etching rates
which rapidly decrease is possibly due to a diﬀerent composition of hard and soft
segments present at the surface compared to the bulk. Assuming the ﬁbers to be
etched with a uniform rate, the etching rates corresponds to a removal of polymer
in the range 2.5-0.8 nm/s which are comparable to values reported elsewhere [119]
for similar power density and pressure. The overall impression throughout all ob-
servations is that the ﬁbers are primarily subjected to etching in the top layers.
Potentially this is due to a combination of shadowing eﬀects and z–position in the
plasma during exposure.
The eﬀect of the plasma etching on the surface of single ﬁbers grows more
apparent after 5 min, as a rough texture emerges on the majority of the ﬁbers. Also
a minor population of ﬁbers that are completely cut oﬀ can be seen at this point.
A possible explanation for the emerging roughness is, again, the selective etching
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Figure 3.2: Eﬀect of O2 plasma treatment on electrospun PU morphology. (a-
c) Pristine electrospun PU, (d-f) 3 min plasma treatment, (g-i) 5 min plasma
treatment, (j-l) 7 min plasma treatment.
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of soft and hard segments of the PU chains distributed in the ﬁbers. Extending
the treatment to 7 min completely degrades top laying ﬁbers of the network as a
large portion collapse to short ends, making it diﬃcult to deﬁne meaningful data
on ﬁber diameters for longer treatments than 5 min. Proceeding beyond 7 min
was considered irrelevant since the useful ﬁbrous morphology and the membrane
itself essentially become completely degraded.
Indeed the morphological changes imposes limitations to the plasma processing
windows for electrospun ﬁbers. Considering the increased number of cut oﬀ ﬁbers
after 5 and 7 min this seems to occur when the ﬁber diameters have been reduced to
∼ 600-800 nm, eﬀectively ∼ 50-70 % of their original dimension. The potential for
the O2 plasma to reduce ﬁber dimensions and alter surface texture before breakage
is thus signiﬁcant.
In terms of porosity the inﬂuence of plasma etching was limited (64-74 %
going from pristine condition to 7 min O2 plasma treatment) and the result is in
agreement with porosities that has been reported for electrospun PU networks of
other dimensions. Choi et al. measured the porosity to be in the range of 55-
60 % using mercury porosimetry for ﬁbers with a few microns in diameter [120].
Applying the same technique on electrospun ﬁbers of diameters in the range of
200-500 nm, both Lee et al. [121] and Carlberg et al. [98] found the porosity to
be 80 % and 86 %, respectively. As the diameters reported here are around one
micron, it is sensible for the porosity to reside between the previously reported
values.
Eﬀect of Exposure Time on the Surface Chemical Composition
In order to determine and compare the surface elemental composition and amount
of functional groups introduced on the electrospun ﬁbers by the O2 plasma, wide
scan and high-resolution XPS spectra were recorded for various treatment times.
Representative spectra are given in ﬁgure 3.3. From the wide-scan data it can be
seen that the O2 plasma treatment increases the overall O2 content at the surface
by approximately 5-7 atomic% units, while the carbon content is decreased by
roughly the same amount. This corresponds to an increase of roughly 20-30 %
O2 content compared to the pristine ﬁbers. The O2 content initially increases
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slightly with longer treatments and the maximum of ∼27 atomic% corresponding
to an O/C ratio of 0.39 is detected after 5 min. Both these values are similar
to data presented by Sanchis et al. [110] who studied O2 treated polyester based
PU ﬁlms and found maximum O2 content to be 27 atomic% with an O/C ratio of
0.39. The reduction in O2 content observed after 7 min as compared to 5 min can
be explained by the ﬁbers being cut oﬀ or becoming completely degraded which
exposes underlying ﬁbers that are initially shadowed to the plasma radicals and
therefore have lower O2 content.
To further investigate the state or binding conﬁguration in which the increased
O2 content is present at the surface, high resolution spectra of the C 1s peak were
acquired and Gaussian-Lorentzian functions were ﬁtted to the spectral envelope.
Studying the magnitudes of the C 1s sub-peak components in the HRXPS spectra
of pristine and O2 treated electrospun PU reveals that the chemical shift is towards
carbon of higher binding energy. The two peak components that exhibit the largest
increase represent functional groups containing double bonded O2 in the form of
carbonyl (C=O) at 288 eV and carboxyl (O-C=O) at 289.2 eV. Considering the
ratios of the C=O / N-C-O and O-C=O peak towards the C-R peak (a combination
of C-H and C-C), the increase of these groups are around 5-10 fold when compared
to the pristine. The O2 binding is believed to occur both at the soft segment and
at or in-between the aromatic sites.
Water Contact Angles
Wettability measurements can to a high degree sense changes in the interfacial lay-
ers of a surface and reveal information about the surface energy that complements
the data acquired with XPS. The static water contact angle (CA) for solution cast
PU ﬁlm was measured to 72◦± 4◦, which is relative close to other reported ﬁnd-
ings of 73◦ [122], 61-67◦ [123], 78◦ ± 3◦ [124] and 87◦ [110]. Comparing cast PU
with electrospun PU, shows that the wettability is strongly aﬀected by the porous
surface structure of the ﬁber network (ﬁgure 3.4a and b), which is in agreement
with ﬁndings for other polymers [125]. The hydrophobic response is signiﬁcantly
ampliﬁed by the electrospun morphology as an eﬀect of the resulting interface to-
wards the water drop being a combination of multiple PU and air contact points
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Figure 3.3: Representative XPS wide scans and C 1s core-level spectra show-
ing the eﬀect of the O2 plasma treatment on the surface elemental composition.
Comparing (a, b) pristine electrospun PU ﬁbers and (c, d) O2 plasma treated (1
min) electrospun PU ﬁbers there are clear diﬀerences in the relative magnitude of
the carbon and O2 peaks. The C 1s spectra further reveals that it is primarily
the peaks representing carbonyl (4) and carboxyl (5) that are responsible for the
increased O2 content.
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[126]. Since the single ﬁber diameter and pore sizes are relatively small compared
to the droplet, the behaviour can arguably be described by the Cassie equation
for ﬁlms comprising surface pores ﬁlled with air and water:
cos(θporous) = f1 cos(θ1)± f2 (3.1)
where θ1 is the CA on a non-porous surface of the material and f1 and f2 are the
area fractions of material and air(–) or water(+), respectively.
θ θ
Figure 3.4: Representative images acquired during water CA measurements show-
ing the hydrophobic response of pristine PU ﬁbers (a), in contrast to the hy-
drophilic response after O2 plasma (b).
The static CA on the pristine electrospun PU was measured to be 135◦. Com-
paring this value to a theoretical estimation based on equation 3.1 (using the SEM
estimation of the ﬁber area fraction and the CA for cast PU) it can be seen that
the model underestimates the CA by more than 10◦. Reversing the equation and
using the measured CA on pristine ﬁbers of 135◦ to estimate the area fraction
results in an eﬀective porosity of 78 % in the top layers. This indicates a higher
porosity of the electrospun network than the estimation made from SEM image
analysis.
All plasma treated samples were found to absorb water into the network at
a rate varying from approximately 4-6 μl/min, with the trend being that longer
treatment time lead to higher rates. The results shows that an increase in surface
O2 content and change in carbon binding states, as seen from XPS spectra, can
produce a drastically diﬀerent and more hydrophilic wetting behaviour for this
type of ﬁbrous substrates. In this context it is reasonable to ascribe the response
to change in polarity or charged groups on the surface.
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A correlation between water contact angles and cell interactions is commonly
mentioned in the context of cell culture surfaces, and has been treated explicitly
in literature. In an interesting work Tamada and Ikada [107] studied ﬁbroblast
cell adhesion relation to water contact angles ranging from 40◦ to 120◦ induced
through plasma treatment on planar substrates from ﬁve diﬀerent polymers. The
reported results showed, with small variations, that the maximum cell attachment
was achieved for a range of contact angles from roughly 55–75◦, peaking slightly
below 70◦, regardless of polymer type. It was also stated that no relation between
longer plasma treatment time and increased cell adhesion could be found. In fact,
the results clearly demonstrated that further hydrophilization of the surface do
not always improve adhesion. Nevertheless, applying a plasma treatment caused
improvement above non treated surfaces on all polymers, even when the water con-
tact angle was similar. It was speculated the reason could be related to increased
total surface area through induced microscopic roughness and/or that functional
groups, such as carboxyl groups, are favorable for cell attachment. Consequently,
it is also relevant to compare alternative plasma gases to O2, as the speciﬁc gas
will aﬀect both the composition of functional groups and the resulting surface
roughness.
After learning the eﬀects from O2 plasma on electrospun PU, we returned for a
more elaborate investigation regarding the eﬀects that the surface modiﬁcation of
the electrospun scaﬀolds can impose on seeded hESC and nSCs. However, recog-
nizing the relation between water contact angle, surface chemistry, nanoscale mor-
phology/roughness and cell attachment, we extended our studies to also include
surface modiﬁcation using argon and hydrogen plasma gases on both randomly
oriented and aligned electrospun PU ﬁbers (Paper B).
3.2 Stem Cell Response on Plasma Surface Mod-
iﬁed Electrospun Scaﬀolds
The stem cell response on plasma surface modiﬁed electrospun scaﬀolds can be an
important input to the development of functional scaﬀolds for tissue engineering
and regenerative medicine. To our knowledge, there had been no previous studies
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comparing the inﬂuence of diﬀerent surface plasma modiﬁcations of electrospun
PU ﬁbers on cellular behavior. In an attempt to discern the potential of using
plasma surface modiﬁcation on electrospun scaﬀolds, we evaluated and compared
how argon (Ar), oxygen (O2) and hydrogen (H2) plasma surface modiﬁcations on
random and aligned electrospun PU aﬀect the expansion, migration and diﬀeren-
tiation of hESCs as well as postnatal rodent nSCs.
The ﬁbrous scaﬀolds used for this study were electrospun using both a commer-
cial electrospinning equipment and a custom built setup. The polymeric solutions
for electrospinning were prepared by dissolving a biocompatible aromatic polyether
based PU resin in a 60:40 mixture of tetrahydrofuran and n,n dimethylformamide
and homogenized for 24 h. A small amount of benzoin methyl ether (BME) was
also added. The resulting solution was then transferred to a syringe with a 21-
gauge stainless steel cannula. Randomly oriented ﬁber membranes, ∼30 μm thick,
were collected directly onto glass cover slips attached to the grounded collector. A
feeding rate of 2 ml/h was used and a positive potential of 18 kV was applied to
the stainless steel cannula at a distance of 18 cm. Aligned ﬁbers were electrospun
using the same spinning parameters, but using a custom ﬁxture with parallel, sep-
arated and grounded electrodes, that forced the ﬁbers to align uniformly as they
deposited on the cover slips. After deposition, the samples were brieﬂy exposed to
DUV irradiation in order for the BME molecules to induce crosslinking between
rigid macromolecular blocks of the segmented PU chains, resulting in ﬁxation of
the ﬁber networks to the glass substrate [127]. The plasma surface modiﬁcation of
the scaﬀolds was then applied with 100 W RF electrode power, 30 sccm gas ﬂow,
for 3 min at 13 Pa and 0.1 Pa as process and base pressure respectively. After the
treatment the ﬁbers were exposed to air for 10 min to allow for any remaining free
radicals to settle.
The resulting morphology of the electrospun surfaces after the plasma surface
modiﬁcations was investigated using SEM (ﬁgure 3.5). The primary observed eﬀect
was altered ﬁber surface texture and roughness, and three diﬀerent morphologies
were identiﬁed. For the Ar plasma treated samples, the texture consists of a grainy
structure with an average grain diameter of ∼25 nm. The H2 treatment results
in ﬁbers that appear smoother compared to the native case. In contrast, the O2
plasma gives rise to a high surface roughness consisting of larger random elongated
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granular structures.
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Figure 3.5: Eﬀect of plasma surface modiﬁcation on scaﬀold and single ﬁber mor-
phology. SEM of (A-C) native ﬁbers and (D-F) Ar, (G-I) H2 and (J-L) O2 plasma
surface modiﬁed ﬁbers.
For both the random and aligned ﬁber networks, the plasma treatments leave
the overall network structure largely unaﬀected. A reduced average ﬁber diameter
was observed on the O2 plasma samples, which was in agreement with our previous
studies. No signiﬁcant reductions of average ﬁber diameter were found for the Ar
and H2 treatments.
Through image analysis of the collected SEM images, the porosities of the
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randomly oriented ﬁber scaﬀolds were estimated to be 67±4 %, 66±6 %, 66±6
% and 69±3 %, for Native, Ar, H2 and O2 treated samples respectively. The
pores size distributions in the top layers of the scaﬀolds were found similar for
all randomly oriented ﬁber scaﬀolds (ﬁgure 3.6). The majority of the pores were
found to have an area below 15 μm2 up to maximum area of approximately 45
μm2.
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Figure 3.6: Pore size distribution of the randomly oriented ﬁber scaﬀolds
To determine and compare the surface elemental composition and amount of
functional groups introduced on the ﬁber surfaces from the plasma surface mod-
iﬁcations, wide scan and high-resolution XPS spectra were recorded. The Oxy-
gen/Carbon (O/C) ratio was found to increase nearly 40 % from the O2 plasma
modiﬁcation as compared to the native ﬁber condition (table 3.1). In contrast,
the O/C ratio decreased by 10 and 30 % for H2 and Ar plasma modiﬁcation re-
spectively. In addition, the H2 plasma was found to reduce the amount of surface
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Table 3.1: Surface elemental composition from XPS wide-scan.
Sample Atomic percentage [%] O/C
O 1s N 1s C 1s ratio
Native 19.9 2.2 77.9 0.26
O2 25.5 2.9 71.7 0.36
H2 18.4 0.9 80.6 0.23
Ar 15.4 2.5 82.1 0.19
Table 3.2: Fraction of functional groups from high resolution XPS scan of C 1s
peak.
Peak Binding Chemical Relative Percentage
Energy (eV) function Native O2 H2 Ar
1 285 C-R 65.0 58.0 67.8 66.7
2 285.75 C-N 3.8 4.6 4.9 3.7
3 286.61 C-O-C 29.5 28.2 20.8 16.9
4 288 C=O or N-C-O 0.6 3.2 5.0 3.2
5 289.2 O-C=O 1.1 6.0 1.5 1.2
exposed nitrogen, while the O2 and Ar gas tend to increase it slightly.
In terms of speciﬁc functional groups, the diﬀerences between the treatments
are further emphasized by the C 1s core level spectra (ﬁgure 3.7) and the corre-
sponding relative percentages from Gaussian curve–ﬁtting (table 3.2). The main
feature of the O2 treatment is a large increase in the number of carboxyl groups
(O-C=O) on the surface. As seen from the peaks at 289.2 eV, these are much
less pronounced for the other samples. The H2 and Ar treatments show similar
spectra which are characterized by a signiﬁcantly reduced contribution from the
peaks related to the ether linkages (C-O-C) at 286.6 eV. Compared to the native
condition, the number of surface exposed carbonyl (C=O) groups is higher for all
the treated samples. The H2 plasma treatment lead to the highest concentration
of carbonyl functionality.
The measurements of contact wetting angle showed that the all three plasma
surface treatments modiﬁes the wettability from the hydrophobic surface of the
native electrospun ﬁbers to a hydrophilic response. All three modiﬁcations showed
similar wetting behavior and had an initial water contact angle close to 50◦. Within
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Figure 3.7: Eﬀect of plasma surface modiﬁcation on surface chemistry. C 1s core-
level spectra of (A) native ﬁbers and (B) H2 (C) O2- and (D) Ar plasma surface
modiﬁed ﬁbers.
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a few minutes the water penetrated into the modiﬁed networks, while the water
drop remained on top for the native ﬁbers.
In summary, the diﬀerent plasma gases generate three variations of surface
functionalities, which have potential to give rise to detectable diﬀerences on cellular
behavior. The amount of O2, particularly in the form of carbonyl and carboxyl
functionalities, is of interest as it has been reported previously to be correlated
with cell adhesion on PU [121, 128–130]. Thus, after characterizing the eﬀects
of the plasma surface modiﬁcations on the scaﬀold, we next sought to investigate
the eﬀect diﬀerent treatments have on the expansion (i.e. both attachment and
proliferation) of hESCs.
Expansion of hESC on surface modiﬁed electrospun PU
Prior to culture, the electrospun scaﬀolds with the diﬀerent plasma treatments,
were coated with a protein coating in accordance with recommendations from
the stem cell line. hESCs were then seeded as a monolayer of single cells on
the electrospun networks and allowed to grow under proliferative conditions using
growth factors until conﬂuency, which took about 3-4 days. Under these culture
conditions, staining indicated that the cells retained their multipotency and was
not driven into diﬀerentiation on any of the substrates. On randomly oriented
ﬁbers, all plasma treatments were found to dramatically improve the expansion
capability of the seeded hESC, as compared to the native ﬁbers. The observed
increase in expansion was roughly 7-fold for Ar, 5-fold for H2 and 4-fold for O2
treated ﬁbers (ﬁgure 3.8A). However, when expanding hESCs on aligned ﬁber
surfaces, no improvements in expansion capability was observed from applying the
plasma surface modiﬁcations (ﬁgure 3.8B).
For nSCs, migration, cellular alignment and diﬀerentiation is of high interest
in order to repair damaged nervous tissue that requires directional composition.
Recent studies have shown that both the orientation of the ﬁbers as well as the
diameter of the ﬁbers can signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the morphology, proliferation,
phenotype and function of various cell types, including neuronal stem cells [62, 90,
131]. Additionally, increased surface roughness on the micro and nanoscale has
been shown to alter cell diﬀerentiation and extracellular matrix production in vitro,
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Figure 3.8: Quantiﬁcation of hESC expansion on plasma treated electrospun PU
networks. (A) Randomly oriented, plasma treated ﬁbers signiﬁcantly improve the
expansion of hESCs, as compared to native ﬁbers. (B) Cells cultured on aligned
ﬁber substrates could be expanded equally well on native and plasma treated
substrates. (C-F) Microphotograph of hESC growing under proliferative culture
conditions. (C) DAPI (cell nuclei), (D) Oct-4 (marker for undiﬀerentiated stem
cell) (E) pHH3 (dividing cells) and (F) overlay of images shown in C-E. Data
displayed are mean values with standard error of the mean, n = 5 in (A) and n =
3 in (B).
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suggesting that it could determine cell fate in vivo[132]. Therefore, we proceeded
to investigate whether the surface modiﬁcations of aligned ﬁbers surfaces aﬀect
migration and diﬀerentiation of nSCs.
Migration and diﬀerentiation of NSCs on surface modiﬁed electrospun
PU
Neural stem cells are often cultured as clusters of cells termed neurospheres. When
culturing small (∼100-150 μm in diameter) neurospheres together with aligned
ﬁbers, individual cells were observed to start migrating out of the spheres. These
cells preferentially migrated along the direction of the ﬁbers, creating an oval-
shaped halo around the original sphere. The cells remaining inside the neurosphere
extended long, glial ﬁbrillary acidic protein (GFAP)-positive bundle of processes
along the direction of the ﬁbers (ﬁgure 3.9). GFAP is a protein component of the
cytoskeleton expressed by several diﬀerent cells in the CNS, among these astro-
cytes. A quantiﬁcation of the number of cells migrating along with the ﬁber, as
compared to cells migrating perpendicular to the ﬁber is presented in ﬁgure 3.9,
D-F. In addition, the average distance of migration was measured. We found that
there was a highly signiﬁcant eﬀect on the angle of migration, where cells prefer-
entially migrated along with the ﬁber as compared to perpendicular to the ﬁber
(ﬁgure 3.9, D-F). However, diﬀerences between diﬀerent plasma treatments were
not statistically signiﬁcant.
To investigate if the plasma surface modiﬁcation aﬀected the diﬀerentiation,
NSC were seeded as single cells on both randomly oriented and aligned ﬁber sub-
strates. After attachment and diﬀerentiation for 2 days, the cells were ﬁxed,
stained for a the immature neuronal marker -III-tubulin, and quantiﬁed. Diﬀeren-
tiation was found largely unaﬀected by both plasma treatment and ﬁber alignment,
as all samples displayed approximately that 5 % had diﬀerentiated into neurons.
This result indicates that the NSC fates were mainly governed by growth factors
and chemotractants in the media, rather than the scaﬀold related cues.
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Figure 3.9: Eﬀect of ﬁber orientation on cellular migration and process extension.
(A-C) Microphotographs of neurospheres cultured on native, Ar- or H2-treated
ﬁbers. White arrow indicates the direction of the ﬁber. Cell nuclei are visualized
in red, GFAP processes in green. (D-F) Cells preferentially migrated along the
ﬁber direction on all substrates (D) native ﬁbers, (E) Ar-treated ﬁbers and (F)
H2-treated ﬁbers.
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Summary and discussion
In summary, the plasma surface modiﬁcations generated three combinations of dif-
ferent surface functionalities and roughness, but with similar hydrophilicity. In our
study, characterization of hESC cultured on both random and aligned electrospun
PU shows that plasma surface modiﬁcation of O2, Ar and H2 plasma drastically im-
proves the possibility to expand hESC on randomly oriented ﬁbers. These ﬁndings
are in agreement with previous reports on enhancement of cell adhesion potential
related to the degree of surface roughness and hydrophobicity [129].
Surface functional groups, such as hydroxyl (-OH), carboxyl (-COOH), car-
bonyl (C = O) and amino (NH2), have been shown to aﬀect the binding of cell-
adhesive proteins, such as ﬁbronectin and vitronectin, through changing the surface
energy and charge [133]. O2 and Ar plasma surface modiﬁcation has speciﬁcally
been reported to induce hydroxyl, carboxyl and carbonyl functionalities and also to
improve attachment of unrestricted somatic SCs on planar PU surfaces [134]. The
modiﬁed surface functionality is likely contributing to our observation of increased
hESC adhesion on the Ar and O2 plasma treated randomly oriented ﬁbers. A sim-
ilar eﬀect also appears to be valid for the H2 plasma treated ﬁbers, even though
this has not been reported earlier.
Moreover, the protein conformation onto various surface functionalities has ear-
lier been shown to inﬂuence the proliferation and diﬀerential potential of stem cells
[135]. We found the highest number of cells on Ar plasma treated samples, followed
by H2 and ﬁnally O2 plasma, and that the cells remain in an undiﬀerentiated state.
Since the wettability of the three substrates was found to be similar, additional
factors have likely inﬂuenced the expansion. Based on the diﬀerences between the
plasma treatments, these additional factors could be due to the speciﬁc functional
groups and the surface roughness of the individual ﬁbers. Considering the results,
it appears that the changes of surface functionality and roughness have a somewhat
smaller, yet signiﬁcant, inﬂuence on cell expansion, compared to that of surface
energy. Argon plasma is here found to induce the more optimal combination of
surface functionality and roughness for hESC expansion on random electrospun
PU when compared to O2 and H2 plasmas.
Based on the observation that the changes induced from the Ar and H2 plasma
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treatment have similarities, can be seen as an indication that certain morphology
of the nanoscale roughness may be more optimal for the cell expansion. Similar
eﬀects have been reported by several studies, where it has been suggested that
nanoscale surface roughness can increase the opportunity for protein adsorption
on scaﬀolds, which could facilitate stem cell attachment and growth [136, 137].
One example is Bao et al. [138], who found that scaﬀolds based on electrospun
PLGA with a nanoﬁbrillar morphology absorbed large amount of proteins, due
to large surface area, and therefore could enhance human mesenchymal stem cells
spreading and viability. Recently, Zamani et al. [139] studied ﬁbrous scaﬀolds of
diﬀerent roughness and found nano-rough cylindrical ﬁbers to be more favorable
compared to smooth ﬁbers for attachment, growth and proliferation of human
neurons. This was also attributed to high surface area and roughness. Our results
point in the same direction as other studies performed on human endothelial cells,
which have shown that surface roughness, on the scale of 10-100 nm, can enhance
the adhesion and growth of cells [140].
Unexpectedly, the improved cell expansion possibilities with plasma surface
modiﬁcations on random ﬁbers were not found for ﬁber substrates with aligned
ﬁbers. Instead the results showed negligible diﬀerences between the modiﬁed and
native ﬁber surfaces. A possible explanation could be that parallel aligned ﬁbers
provide a more ﬂat surface which is similar to a planar surface. Compared to
the random ﬁbers, exposing a higher micro scale roughness and limited area of
contact due to the random stacking, the planar surface allows the cells to form a
higher number of focal contact points. With a higher number of contact points,
the properties of the speciﬁc surface may become less critical, which diminish the
detectable eﬀect of the plasma treatment in our measurements. This reasoning is
also in agreement with the result that O2 plasma treated samples, which show the
largest micro scale roughness, leads to a somewhat lower cell expansion compared
to the other plasma treatments.
Previous investigations have reported indications that the diﬀerentiation of
stem cells can be aﬀected by surface roughness as well as ﬁber alignment and
diameter [141–143]. Some studies have found that substrates with aligned ﬁber
morphology induce diﬀerentiation towards neural lineages of murine embryonic
stem cells, while directing and improving neurite outgrowth. Massumi et al [141]
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investigated the eﬀect of surface roughness and ﬁber alignment on diﬀerentiation
of mouse embryonic stem cells and found higher expression of ectoderm/neural
markers indicating neural diﬀerentiation on some of the aligned substrates. It was
argued that alignment is important for eﬃcient neural diﬀerentiation, but that it
also can be promoted by the surface roughness generated by the ﬁber scaﬀold.
Xie et al [142] demonstrated that dissociated mouse embryonic stem cells can be
induced to diﬀerentiate into speciﬁc neural lineages, when seeded onto electrospun
ﬁbrous surfaces. They found that aligned ﬁbers could enhance this type of diﬀer-
entiation and also direct the associated neurite outgrowth. A few previous studies
also show that a particular ﬁber diameter can assist to direct the diﬀerentiation
of neural stem/ progenitor cells towards speciﬁc neural lineages. For instance,
Christopherson et al. [144] studied electrospun ﬁbers with varying ﬁber diameter
and found that rat neural stem/progenitor cells under diﬀerentiation conditions
on 750 and 1500 nm ﬁbers result in an increased diﬀerentiation towards neuronal
lineage. This was compared to ﬁbers of smaller diameter, which instead lead to
increased oligodendrocyte diﬀerentiation. Cells on smaller ﬁber diameter assumed
cell morphology of glial lineage, whereas cells on larger ﬁbers assumed morphol-
ogy closer to that of diﬀerentiated neurons. It was also found that there was a
signiﬁcantly reduced adhesion and limited migratory capacity on larger ﬁbers. In
contrast to the study by Christopherson et al., Wang et al. [90] found that 400 nm
ﬁbers lead to increased neuronal diﬀerentiation of hESC-derived neural precursors
compared to 800 nm ﬁbers.
Even though several other studies have found signiﬁcant eﬀects of surface
roughness on diﬀerentiation on ﬂat substrates, our results indicate that the inﬂu-
ence of surface roughness on individual electrospun ﬁbers is small. In our hands,
the percentage of diﬀerentiating cells remained relatively constant (approximately
5 % of the total number of cells) throughout the diﬀerent surface conditions. With
this said, it should be noted that the time provided for the cells to diﬀerentiate
was relatively short, and therefore it is possible, but not likely, that more cells
would have diﬀerentiated into neurons with longer diﬀerentiation times.
In our experiments, the two main eﬀects observed on aligned ﬁber substrates
were contact guided migration from neurospheres and GFAP–positive bundle of
processes extending in the direction the ﬁbers. This type of contact guidance
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was not signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the altered ﬁber surface roughness and surface
chemistry induced from the H2 and Ar plasma modiﬁcations. Despite seeing clear
eﬀects on cell alignment from the ﬁber topographical cues, the ﬁber orientation
and the plasma treatments were found not to aﬀect the neuronal diﬀerentiation of
the NSCs. A possible explanation is that the growth factors and chemotractants
of the cell media, in this case, had a dominating inﬂuence on the diﬀerentiation
compared to the topological cues induced from the electrospun topography.
Several groups have previously reported that cells [145] as well as axons [146,
147] orient themselves along the direction of underlying topographical cues im-
posed by electrospun ﬁber matrices. This result was also conﬁrmed by our study,
where the eﬀect on migration preference, as well as the direction of process exten-
sion, was clearly observed. It appears as even though growth factors and other
components in the cell media strongly inﬂuence diﬀerentiation, the ﬁber substrate
provides a strong cue for cellular migration.
In parallel to our studies of the eﬀects on hESC and neural stem cell behavior,
as described above, we were also interested in the related question of how the to-
pographical features would inﬂuence fully diﬀerentiated cells, i.e. speciﬁc neural
cells. As mentioned earlier, electrospun scaﬀolds has been proposed as an alter-
native three–dimensional substrate to conduct in vitro based biological studies.
Electrospun polystyrene substrates has, for instance, been suggested as a com-
plement to traditional 2D polystyrene cell culture systems, based on results from
muscle cell attachment and morphology [60].
3.3 Topographical Reactions of Neural Cells on
Electrospun Scaﬀolds
Studying and isolating the intricate biological processes and functions of a single
speciﬁc cell type among the vast array of other cells and their concomitant sig-
nalling in vivo is largely impossible with current technology. Adding to this are
the many ethical considerations for both animal and human tissue that limit ex-
periments from being conducted directly in vivo. To escape many of these issues
and enable detailed investigations of individual cell types, in vitro based cell cul-
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ture systems were developed. Today, in vitro based studies are used extensively
in the biomedical area to improve fundamental understanding of diﬀerent cellular
processes and for biotechnical applications, such as drug testing and screening,
preceding animal trials.
Conventional cell culture has traditionally been performed on planar substrates,
typically from polystyrene or glass. Despite recognition of the fact that this type of
system constitutes a highly artiﬁcial environment, two–dimensional surfaces have
almost exclusively dominated the ﬁeld of in vitro cell studies [6]. The unwanted
consequences of using the standard planar culture substrates are altered cell mor-
phology and function as well as gene and protein expression compared to the in
vivo situation [148–150]. As mentioned earlier, this adds to the already diﬃcult
challenge of understanding and predicting cellular processes and responses in vivo
based on results observed for cells in vitro. In the following section we present our
results from investigating the use of electrospun PU ﬁber networks as scaﬀolds for
in vitro culture of primary astrocytes and neurons.
Fiber based Microenvironment Maintaining Astrocyte Mor-
phological Complexity
Aiming to improve in vitro cell culture systems, in a way that they that better
capture the structural and functional complexity of cells in vivo, 3D culture scaf-
folds are of high current interest. Generation of such scaﬀolds, intended to provide
3D porous structural support for cells, have been demonstrated through various
techniques, including for instance solid-free forming, solvent casting/particular
leaching, phase separation, freeze-drying, two photon lithography and non woven
electrospun meshes [60, 151] (for reviews see [5, 152–155]). Some of the most
commonly used 3D culture substrates to date, are alginate based scaﬀolds [156],
collagen gels [157] and hydrogels [158]. The main issues with these systems are
their dense structure, that often hinders process extensions and partly distorts cell
distribution, high volume of gel bound liquid, slow diﬀusion rates of nutrients and
lack of the possibility to use cell type speciﬁc ECM coatings. Other systems with
sponge-like or macroporous structure typically induce cell clustering and compart-
mentalization that prevent free cell–cell interactions. However, through its ﬁbrous
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and ECM-like features, electrospun ﬁber based scaﬀolds have the potential, to be
tuned to escape some of these issues.
Suggestions on how to accomplish a biomimetic surface using electrospinning
include direct spinning of collagen ﬁbers [50, 159], adding peptides or proteins
into the solution to be spun or by attaching ECM mimicking biomolecules on the
ﬁber surface [160]. One of the issues with directly utilizing natural proteins, is
that the procedures used to process the material, into an engineered form, often
compromise its biological and structural properties. For example, Rho. et al.
[159] reported that electrospun collagen needed to be crosslinked prior to use, as
it swells and partially dissolves in water, making it diﬃcult to use as a scaﬀold
during in vitro culture. After observing relatively low human epidermal and oral
keratinocyte adhesion onto uncoated electrospun and gluteraldehyde vapor-phase
crosslinked collagen networks, compared to polystyrene surfaces, it was suggested
that denaturalization of the collagen conformation had occurred. Coating the
electrospun collagen with additional ECM proteins indicated that type I collagen
and laminin were the functionally active proteins and required for signiﬁcantly
increased adhesion.
The strategy of adding short sequences of functional nucleotides or full ECM
protein coatings to the surface, has been shown to promote cell-scaﬀold interactions
on a variety of diﬀerent ﬁbrous materials. A speciﬁc comparison between adding
laminin through covalent bonding, physical adsorption and incorporating it in
the electrospinning solution of PLLA ﬁbers, was performed by Koh. et al. [160].
They reported that cell viability was highest on the ﬁbers with physically adsorbed
and covalently bonded laminin. Fibers produced through adding laminin in the
electrospinning solution presented slightly lower cell viability, but enhanced the
nerve growth.
To investigate the potential topographically induced beneﬁts employing elec-
trospun ﬁber based in vitro culture system for astrocytes, multiple series of ex-
periments were carried out. Initially, we investigated how ﬁber dimensions and
alignment in combination with physically adsorbed protein coating aﬀect astro-
cyte adhesion, survival, morphology and proliferation. The ﬁber diameters were
varied from 400 nm up to several microns and produced by tuning polymer concen-
tration of the spinning solution while aligned ﬁber substrates were fabricated using
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parallel plate electrodes. Results indicated that ﬁber networks around diameters of
∼1.2 μm with random orientation allowed for the most complex cell morphology,
with features similar to the in vivo appearance (ﬁgure 3.11). The astrocytes re-
acted to the underlying topography by following the contact guidance cues. In the
case of aligned ﬁbers, this lead to stretched morphologies, which is unnatural and
hence an undesirable cell shape for in vitro astrocyte cultures. As expected, using
electrospun PU without coating brought low astrocyte adhesion and survival. In
contrast to our result for hESC attachment, no improvements in attachment of
the astrocytes to plasma surface modiﬁed ﬁbers could be observed, regardless of
additional protein coating. Nevertheless, both poly-d-lysine (PDL) and Poly-L-
ornothine plus laminin (PoLam) coated ﬁbers displayed signiﬁcant increase in the
number of live cells (quantiﬁed through lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) levels and
cell counts). The collected data implied that the cells favoured the PoLam coating
on the electrospun PU, for which the resulting LDH levels and number of cells
were similar to that of standard coated glass coverslip surface (ﬁgure 3.10).
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Figure 3.10: Cell survival and cell adhesion are comparable in the electrospun
system and on standard culture surface. LDH levels (a) as a measure of cell
death and cell adhesion (DAPI positive cells per ﬁeld) (b), after 24 hours, on glass
reference and electrospun ﬁbers in non–coated condition and coated with PoLam
or PDL.
Visualizing parts of the cytoskeleton by staining for GFAP and nestin, show
that astrocytes on electrospun substrates have a diﬀerent cytoskeletal morphology
compared to astrocytes grown on the glass reference. Extensions that engulf the
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ﬁbers are observed in both ﬂourescence microscopy (ﬁgure 3.11)and in SEM after
ﬁxation (ﬁgure 3.12).
  
Figure 3.11: Immunohistochemical and immunocytochemical detection of astro-
cyte intermediate ﬁlament protein GFAP in cortical astrocytes in situ (a), for
astrocytes cultured in the electrospun system (b) and on glass reference surface
(c).
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Figure 3.12: SEM micrographs of ﬁxed astrocytes cultured on coated electrospun
ﬁbers (a, b, c, d) and standard culture surface (e, f, g).
To further clarify the morphological diﬀerences, astrocytes derived from trans-
genic animals that express the enhanced green ﬂourescent protein (eGFP) dis-
tributed throughout the entire cell body, were used. In this way it was possible
to assemble and compare 3D reconstructions based on confocal images of single
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astrocytes. The surface area and volume was found similar for the cells on both
substrates, but the ﬁbrous scaﬀold was again conﬁrmed to support formation of a
more complex cell morphology that retain certain features of the in vivo morphol-
ogy. The similarity is quite discernible by comparing the in vitro grown cells to
the morphology of astrocytes stained in a tissue section, i.e. in-situ (ﬁgure 3.13c).
Figure 3.13: Single cell morphology of eGFP-expressing astrocytes cultured in-
vitro on glass (a) and on PoLam coated electrospun PU (b) by a 3D reconstruction
of confocal images. Cells cultured on coated electrospun PU show complex cell
morphologies which have similar features to astrocytes in-situ (c).
A drastic change in cellular morphology will aﬀect the internal cellular struc-
ture, such as organelles and cytoskeleton, as well as the interface towards the
scaﬀold, surrounding media and other cells. To further explore additional to-
pographically related eﬀects, Western blot analysis was used to determine the
expression of protein markers related to cell stress and activation. Remarkably,
the expression of all ﬁve proteins tested (GFAP, nestin, synemin, vimentin and
HSP 70), was found to be reduced to fractions on the ﬁber substrates compared
to the reference (ﬁgure 3.14). This means that astrocytes are far less reactive and
stressed when grown on the PoLam coated electrospun PU network, which is of
high relevance for in vitro culture systems.
Cellular stress has earlier been considered to be a consequence of two main
aspects of in vitro cell culture; the cellular stress imposed by the artiﬁcial environ-
ment causing unnatural cell morphology and the presence of serum in the culture
medium. As serum containing medium was used for both cultures on the electro-
spun and glass substrates our results points towards the reactivity of astrocytes
in vitro is primarily a consequence of the cell forced into assuming an unnatural
morphology.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of western blot analysis showing reduced reactivity and
cellular stress without aﬀecting their responsiveness to activation. (a) Western blot
analysis of intermediate ﬁlament proteins GFAP, nestin, synemin and vimentin (all
known to be up–regulated upon astrocyte activation and cellular stress) in astro-
cytes cultured on PoLam coated electrospun ﬁbers relative to the glass reference.
(b) Western blot analysis of HSP70, a cellular stress marker, and phosphorylated
MapK/Erk1/2, showing responsiveness, in astrocytes cultured on PoLam coated
electrospun ﬁbers and glass reference.
Another unwanted aspect of in vitro cell cultures, related to the reactive state
of astrocytes, is hyper proliferation. Increased proliferation rates of astrocytes in-
vivo are most commonly associated with trauma or formation of cancerous tissue.
For astrocytes grown on the electrospun ﬁbers, measurements of two proliferation
markers (Ki67 and EdU) showed signiﬁcantly reduced proliferation compared to
the reference, after three days into the cell culture. Importantly, it was also estab-
lished that astrocytes on the electrospun ﬁbers were still responsive to stimuli by
conﬁrming the initiation of a signalling cascade upon activation with ATP (ﬁgure
3.14b).
Moreover, comparing gene expression proﬁles, it was found that cells cultured
on the ﬁbers had distinct diﬀerences compared to the planar reference. Primary
diﬀerences were again related to proliferation, cell shape and motility which further
conﬁrms the results of functional diﬀerence between the two culture systems.
In literature, there are several examples treating the eﬀects of ﬁbrous topogra-
phies on the response of astrocytes [161, 162]. Delgado–Rivera et al. [163] reported,
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with similarity to this work, that a ﬁbrous culture environment for astrocytes lead
to in vivo–like stellate morphology and further claimed that this eﬀect was en-
hanced by the presence of ﬁbroblast growth factor. They also found that the
astrocytes were more permissive to neurite outgrowth when co-cultured with neu-
rons on the ﬁbrous substrate compared to standard culture surfaces. Chow et al.
[164] studied aligned and random ﬁber matrices and found that astrocytes dis-
played directional growth, controlled by the underlying matrix, which also agrees
with the topographic guidance seen in our experiments. Recent results from Cao
et al. [165] indicated that PCL based ﬁbers with an average diameter of ∼650 nm
suppresses astrocyte proliferation and increases apoptosis, without altering cellular
activation as compared to ﬂat surfaces. In another study, Kim et al. [166] observed
that electrospun PCL ﬁbers containing spirulina (a pharmaceutical additive) al-
leviated astrocyte growth and activity compared to tissue culture plates. Both
the two latter ﬁndings are of related character and in agreement with the result
of reduced stress and activation related protein expression, as well as decreased
hyper proliferation, found in our studies.
In contrast to conventional cultures, the electrospun topography induce com-
plex cell morphologies which have similar features to astrocytes in vivo and sup-
press the undesirable over-expression of intermediate ﬁlament proteins associated
with increased cellular stress levels and hyperproliferation. The combination of
convenient liquid exchange and compatibility with standard culture methods, ren-
ders the electrospun ﬁbers a broadly applicable system. Although the electrospun
topography still represent an oversimpliﬁed mimicry of the in vivo situation, lack-
ing a plethora of factors of chemical, temporal and spatial complexity, the system
is seemingly capable to capture important features, that can be useful for basic
studies of development and pathogenesis. Our ﬁndings thus provide additional
arguments for using electrospun ﬁber based culture systems as a complement to
classical conditional culture models in standard laboratory in vitro assays, such
as protein and RNA/DNA assays, immunocytochemistry, live cell imaging and
confocal imaging.
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Electrospun scaﬀolds support formation of complex neu-
ronal networks
The communication between neurons in vivo are based on cell-cell contacts in
complex, three-dimensional and dynamic networks. Cell culture systems is a crit-
ical experimental platform to help understanding the involvement of neurons in
neurodegenerative diseases, by studying cell-cell communication, synaptogenesis,
and neural network plasticity. When using conventional culture systems based on
ﬂat substrates, the cell-cell contacts for neurons are forced into abnormal conﬁg-
urations and limited to extend processes in–plane. An additional problem when
culturing neurons on conventional culture substrates is the high reactivity of the
naturally occurring culture–contaminating glial cells. As neurons do not prolifer-
ate, while astrocytes do, astrocytes can take over the neuronal cultures. Based on
our ﬁndings for astrocytes, a culture system for neurons using coated electrospun
scaﬀolds, could potentially allow for cultured neurons to extend neurites out of
plane and also minimize the number of contaminating astrocytes that release un-
desired stress factors. To study this, we ﬁrst evaluated the viability of neurons on
PDL-coated electrospun PU scaﬀolds based on ﬁber diameters of 450, 1350 and
2500 nm (ﬁgure 3.15) and compared these scaﬀolds with PDL-coated standard
plastic surfaces. Results showed no diﬀerences in cell survival between coated 2D
surfaces and the electrospun scaﬀolds with diﬀerent diameters.
To mimic the networks of neuronal processes found in vivo, neurons must be
placed in culture conditions that promote and support the outgrowth of neurites.
Therefore, we investigated in which way the diﬀerent topographies aﬀect the out-
growth of neurite extensions of hippocampal neurons. After two days in culture,
we observed that 51±5 % of neurons had extended neurites when cultured on the
450 nm ﬁbers, while only 23±12 % and 23±9 % on the 1350 and 2500 nm ﬁbers,
respectively (ﬁgure 3.16a). For the 2D control the percentage of neurons extend-
ing neurites was 32±12 %. Thus, as the 450 nm ﬁber scaﬀold were found to best
promote neurite outgrowth we limited further experiments to compare these to
conventional 2D substrates.
The cells were observed to move about in the electrospun scaﬀolds, and were
pushing and shuﬄing the nanoﬁbers around to modulate their environment. This
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Figure 3.15: Scanning electron microscopy images of nanoﬁber scaﬀolds with 450,
1350 and 2500 nm ﬁber diameter (a) and their corresponding pore size distribution
estimated through image analysis (b).
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means that the state of crosslinking between ﬁbers and their rigidity are important
factors of the scaﬀolds that can inﬂuence cell behaviour and spatial organization.
By using confocal microscopy, the neurite extension in the z-direction was quanti-
ﬁed. The neurons grown on the 450 nm electrospun ﬁbers was observed to extend
their neurons up to 25 μm in the z-direction. Arguably, this is not enough for free
and uninhibited three-dimensional growth. Nevertheless, it is still a signiﬁcant im-
provement over the single cell layers present on the planar substrates (ﬁgure 3.16b).
Consequently, through supporting the extension in the z-direction, the electrospun
scaﬀold allowed the neurons to establish complex networks with cellcell contacts
in all three dimensions.
Moreover, western blot analysis of the neuronal cultures showed that the con-
taminating astrocytes on the electrospun ﬁbers expressed lower levels of a reactive
astrocyte marker, compared to the astrocytes on 2D substrates. After 7 days
in neuronal cultures, immunocytochemistry indicated that a conﬂuent monolayer
of GFAP-positive astrocytes was present on the 2D substrates, while only a few
such cells were present on the electrospun scaﬀold (ﬁgure 3.17). Both western
blot analysis and labeling of proliferation markers conﬁrmed a reduced astrocyte
proliferation on the electrospun scaﬀold. Importantly, this means that the con-
taminating astrocytes will not take over neuronal cultures by proliferating.
To the best of our knowledge, there has not been any previous investigations
whether electropsun PU nanoﬁber scaﬀolds are suitable for primary neuronal cell
cultures and how neurite outgrowth and network formation are inﬂuenced by ﬁber
diameter and scaﬀold porosity. Our ﬁndings indicate that ﬁber diameter and scaf-
fold pore size has a large inﬂuence on neurite outgrowth, and that smaller ﬁber
diameter scaﬀold promote longer neurite outgrowth. Neurons cultured within elec-
trospun scaﬀolds are also found capable of extending neurites in all three dimen-
sions, which is an important improvement over current 2D cell culture platforms.
Additionally, we observed that the contaminating astrocytes in neuronal culture
are less reactive on the electrospun scaﬀold, which is similar to the results ob-
tained for individually cultured astrocytes, despite using a scaﬀold with smaller
ﬁber diameters.
Surface topography has been reported earlier to aﬀect neurite outgrowth. In
a recent report, Qu et al. [167] showed that smaller ﬁber diameters (i.e. 400 nm)
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of the percentage of cells that extended neurites between
scaﬀolds with diﬀerent diameters and on 2D (a). Length of neurite extensions
along the z-axis (b). Confocal 3D reconstruction of the neurite extensions along
z-axis (c) and in the perpendicular x-y plane(d, e).
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Figure 3.17: Representative immunocytochemistry pictogram of neuronal culture
on 2D (a) and 450 nm electrospun ﬁbers (b). The green staining corresponding
to GFAP-positive cells indicate a monolayer of reactive astrocytes beneath the 2D
neuronal culture, while only a few cells are GFAP positive on the electrospun ﬁber
substrate.
were favorable compared to larger diameters, for the spreading of subventricular
zone derived neurons and migration eﬃciency of astrocytes. In another study,
Smeal et al. [168] found that the sensitivity to substrate curvature varied in a cell-
type speciﬁc manner, indicating that adult and central nervous system neurons
were less sensitive to substrate curvature compared to postnatal neurons. Their
ﬁndings suggests that the surface geometry may not be a potent cue in directing
the regeneration of already established neural networks. This, together with our
own ﬁndings, generates questions regarding the interplay and the relative potency
of diﬀerent physical (i.e. topographical from ﬁbers) and chemical cues (i.e. cell
media).
Recognizing that there is a plethora of diﬀerent combinations of ﬁber diam-
eters, exposing diﬀerent surface properties and with chemical surroundings, the
number of possible studies required, e.g. to elucidate on speciﬁc conditions for
a certain cell response, are considerable. To partly aid this situation for electro-
spun topographies, the next section presents a platform using microfabrication
based integration of patterned electrospun ﬁbers into microﬂuidic channels that
can generate complex and scalable micro-environments with certain screening func-
tionality.
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3.4 Integration of Patterned Electrospun Struc-
tures in Microﬂuidic Systems
Microﬂuidics is a technology platform for liquid handling oﬀering expanded pos-
sibilities, compared to traditional bulk media cell culture wells, for studying cell
biology ranging from small populations down to single cells. In a typical system,
handling of the liquid microenvironment is achieved through simulation aided de-
sign and use of microfabricated inlets, outlets, channels, valves, and chambers etc.
in combination with an external pumping system. While controlling ﬂow speeds
and taking advantage of the diﬀusive nature of the soluble species in a laminar
ﬂow, accurate spatial and temporal deﬁnition of the chemical microenvironment
can be achieved.
Cellular development and processes are, as previously stated, collective re-
sponses to a combination of chemical and physical cues. In-vitro systems that oﬀer
the possibility to generate and manipulate multiple factors of the cellular micro-
environment are therefore attractive to the ﬁeld of cell biology and in biotech-
nological applications, such as cancer research [169–171], drug screening [172],
immunological studies [173] and regenerative medicine [171]. From the perspec-
tive of tissue engineering, control of chemical gradients of soluble cell-signalling
molecules, such as growth factors, cytokines and chemokines, are important as
they play a crucial role in many in vivo processes. Such signalling molecules may
hence be exploited to induce certain desired behaviour, for instance in terms of
migration and diﬀerentiation [174–176]. In this regard, microﬂuidic channels oﬀer
a particularly well–suited technology to control soluble cues in a microenvironment
around cells, for example through formation of stable liquid gradients [177], fast
switching of liquids [178] and temporal increase in concentration of relevant sub-
stances [179]. Integrating electrospun ﬁbers in microﬂuidic system thus presents a
platform which can combine bio-mimetic ﬁbrillar surfaces with well deﬁned chem-
ical environments to study the interplay between extrinsic physical and chemical
cues on cellular processes.
In literature, there are a few examples where electrospun materials have been
introduced into microﬂuidic systems, typically by inserting and ﬁxing ﬁber mats
between the bottom substrate and the PDMS mold [121, 180–184]. Relying on
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such methods of integration can be considered crude, but more importantly lack
scalability as well as the possibility for eﬀectively varying morphological parame-
ters, such as ﬁber diameter and orientation, in a single system. Thus recognizing
these limitations of earlier reported methods for integration of electrospun ﬁbers, a
more intricate microfabrication approach was developed to create a platform with
signiﬁcantly improved capabilities.
The strategy to introduce ﬁbers in this work was to spatially deﬁne ﬁbrous to-
pographies on a substrate onto which microﬂuidic channels could be subsequently
bonded. The spatial deﬁnition was based upon a patterning technique that relies
on addition of a crosslinking agent (Benzoin Methyl Ether (BME), Sigma-Aldrich)
to the electrospinning solution, followed by direct photolithographic deﬁnition of
patterns. In general, the process is largely similar to standard photolithogra-
phy using negative resist [127]. Upon deep ultraviolet (DUV) irradiation of the
ﬁber network, utilizing a quartz mask, the BME molecules are subject to an α–
cleavage type photodissociation and free radical formation inducing crosslinking
between rigid macromolecular blocks of the segmented PU chains. This renders
a signiﬁcant reduction of the solubility of the exposed regions. For DUV expo-
sure a standard mask aligner (KS MJB3, SUSS MicroTec AG, Germany) with a
DUV light source (248 nm wavelength) was used. To achieve adequate degree of
crosslinking, exposure was carried out for 5 minutes at an intensity of 1.5 mW/cm2
(total dose 450 mJ/cm2). After crosslinking, and as the network was immersed
in THF, the unexposed areas dissolved, leaving only the intended patterns on the
substrate. Patterns were fully developed upon immersion in THF for approxi-
mately one minute, which was followed by rinsing in de-ionized water to remove
unwanted solvent residues.
To construct complex geometries and hierarchical microstructures on a single
substrate, the process of deposition, exposure and development can be repeated
multiple times. Thus a strong advantage of the developed platform is that ar-
bitrary ﬁber patterns can be combined with virtually any microﬂuidic network.
To show the potential of this technique, three diﬀerent ﬁber arrangements were
demonstrated and combined with a gradient generating microﬂuidic network (ﬁg-
ure 3.19).
The ﬁrst pattern was a rectangular pad of dimensions 250x4000 μm2 consist-
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Figure 3.18: Schematic of the process steps to integrate spatially deﬁned patterns
of electrospun ﬁbers within PDMS based microﬂuidic channels for cell assay appli-
cations. In short, 1) Polyurethane solution containing a crosslinking agent (BME)
is electrospun directly onto a glass substrate; 2) the electrospun network is ex-
posed to DUV through a quartz mask causing allowing the BME to form radicals
which results in crosslinking of the ﬁber network rendering the ﬁbers insoluble to
THF; 3) development of the patterns by immersion in THF, dissolving the non-
crosslinked areas, followed by rinsing in de-ionized water; 4) substrate is dried and
the ﬁrst layer is complete 5) Process steps 1-4 are repeated consecutively to form
new additional ﬁber structures composed with diﬀerent geometry, alignment or
ﬁber dimensions; 6) PDMS is molded, aligned and cured onto the glass substrate
to form the microﬂuidic channel around the electrospun patterns; 7) Complete
microﬂuidic channel comprising electrospun ﬁbers visualized by cross sections of
two diﬀerent implementations.
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ing of randomly oriented ﬁbers that would span the entire channel. The second
arrangement were 250x200 μm2 pads placed with 400 μm pitch. The third pattern
was composed of 250x200 μm2 rectangular pads of aligned ﬁbers with alternat-
ing perpendicular orientation. The deﬁnition of alternating ﬁber topographies, as
shown in ﬁgure 3.19e was achieved by a subsequent round of deposition, expo-
sure and development (step 1-4 in ﬁgure 3.18). As the photo-lithographic method
does not inﬂuence previously deposited ﬁber layers, the possibility to sequentially
iterate patterning steps allows for the design and generation of highly complex
patterns. Demonstrating aligned ﬁbers of diﬀerent orientation was chosen as it is
of relevance for cell locomotion and spreading of stem cells. Each of the ﬁber pads
can be used as an individual probing area and the eﬀect of diﬀerent alignments,
as well as random ﬁber orientation, can be studied simultaneously in one single
device.
The microﬂuidic channels were fabricated in PDMS using standard soft lithog-
raphy and included a ﬂow based gradient generator prior to the probing channel
in which the ﬁber patterns resided. The gradient generating network was based
on the original design of Jeon et al. [185] and was demonstrated, over a range of
ﬂow speeds, to be capable of imposing a concentration gradient perpendicular to
the ﬂow in the probing channel. The microﬂuidic network was aligned onto the
glass substrate, with the ﬁber patterns in the center of the probing channel, and
irreversibly bonded to the glass using reactive air plasma. The bonding of the
PDMS microﬂuidic network to the glass substrate with the patterned electrospun
ﬁber pads was shown to be successful.
To investigate the need for patterning in the integration process, the bond-
ing eﬃciency of PDMS on glass substrates uniformly covered with electrospun
ﬁbers was evaluated. The PDMS was found unable to bind to ﬁber covered glass
substrates. The tests thus demonstrated that the ﬁber patterning process is not
only valuable for forming multiple topographies, but also found to be essential for
proper integration without aﬀecting the PDMS processing. Deﬁning ﬁber sites to
reside only in areas where they do not restrict the bonding process of the PDMS
microchannels is thus a key to successful assembly
After completing the development of the fabrication procedures, the function-
ality of the devised system was evaluated. First, it was established, using sodium
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Figure 3.19: SEMmicrographs and light microscopy view showing patterned ﬁbers.
a), c) and e) show alternating ﬁber alignment topographies perpendicular to and
along the ﬂow direction. b) and d) display alternating patterns with ﬁbers aligned
along ﬂow in the channel and random oriented ﬁbers. f) shows arrays of aligned
ﬁbers to demonstrate the potential scalability and versatility of pattern deﬁnition
inherent to the lithography process.
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ﬂuroescein to visualize intensity proﬁles of the ﬂow, that the ﬁber pads had neg-
ligible inﬂuence on the linear gradients, that could be produced by the gradient
generating network at relevant ﬂow rates. In order to demonstrate suitability of
the system to support cell attachment and growth, 3T3 ﬁbroblast cells were em-
ployed. Cells were introduced to the probing channel through the outlet and were
able to attach successfully after two hours under static conditions (ﬁgure 3.20a).
The cells were also seen to align to the underlying ﬁber pattern by staining for
actin ﬁlaments (ﬁgure 3.20b).
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Figure 3.20: Cells after culture in microﬂuidic system with electrospun ﬁbers. (a)
3T3 ﬁbroblast cells after 24 h of culture in the microﬂuidic channel on electrospun
ﬁbers. (b) A single ﬁbroblast on a ﬁber pad with the actin ﬁlaments partially
aligned to the underlying ﬁber substrate. (c) Neural stem cells cultured on three
diﬀerent conditions: without ﬁbers, ﬁbers orientated in parallel and perpendicular
to the gradient.
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The potential of the platform was further veriﬁed by a functional investiga-
tion of neural stem cell/neural progenitor alignment in response to orientation of
electrospun ﬁbers combined with a chemo–attractant gradient generated by the
microﬂuidic network. As chemical cue, a stromal cell-derived factor 1 alpha (SDF-
1a), a small cytokine that promotes neural stem cell migration to pathological sites
in the brain for regeneration [186], was used. Spatial, as well as temporal, gradi-
ents of these molecules are known to have a large eﬀect on axon outgrowth and cell
migration. Accordingly, during experiments, cells both on ﬁbers, and on the glass
between ﬁber pads were observed to respond to the chemical gradient through
directional outgrowth along gradient. Figure 3.20 c shows three examples of dif-
ferent combinations of ﬁber orientation and SDF-1a gradient conditions. In some
experiments, cell outgrowth was observed along the gradient, but perpendicular
to the ﬁbers, indicating that cells respond stronger to the chemical stimulus than
the topographical. Indeed further studies are needed to elucidate the interplay be-
tween contact guidance cues and chemical gradients on the outgrowth behavior of
nSCs. Nevertheless, the methodology and resulting microﬂuidic system presented
can open the possibility for numerous investigations on the behavior of cells in
well-deﬁned ﬁber based microenvironments.
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Thermal Interface Materials in
Microelectronics Packaging
4.1 Heat Transfer Across Interfaces
In microelectronics packaging, the thermal path from the chip to the ambient in-
cludes several interfaces between the diﬀerent building blocks. Very often these
contacting building blocks are composed of dissimilar materials. An example lay-
out for a single chip package with a high power density chip, is outlined in ﬁgure 4.1.
During device operation, most of the input electrical power supplied to the chip is
turned into thermal energy, for instance through leakage currents, the switching of
transistor states and associated resistances. The generated thermal energy needs
to be dissipated from the chip to the ambient in order to maintain temperatures
that allows for stable operation and long term reliability.
The thermal energy inside a solid state material is transported by phonons
and/or free electrons, through a diﬀusive process. The heat ﬂux (Q) of thermal
energy in a bulk material is proportional to the temperature gradient (∇T ) and the
thermal conductivity (λ) through Fourier’s law (Q = λ∇T ) [187]. However, in the
context of microelectronics packaging, it is often more useful to view a temperature
drop (ΔT ) as a product of thermal resistance (Rthermal) and the heat ﬂux across a
speciﬁc layer (ΔT = RthermalQ) [188]. Similarly, the interfacial thermal resistance,
or total thermal interface resistance (Rinterface), deﬁnes the temperature drop for
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Figure 4.1: Generic FCPGA (Flip Chip Pin Grid Array) package illustrating a FC
assembled die (1), a TIM1 (2) thermally connecting the die backside to the IHS
(3) and a TIM2 (4) acting between the IHS and the heatsink (5).
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a given heat ﬂux across an interface (Rinterface = ΔT/Q).
For a highly dissipating device in a single chip package, the main heat con-
duction path is typically through the heatsink and the thermal resistance from
junction-to-ambient (Rj-a) can be expressed as:
Rj-a = Rdie +Rdie-IHS +RIHS +RIHS-heatsink +Rheatsink +Rheatsink-ambient (4.1)
In this simple model (equation 4.1), the resistance related to the bulk conductiv-
ity of the die (Rdie) and the integrated heatspreader (IHS) RIHS are determined
by the particular system in use and comparatively small. Thus, from a thermal
management perspective, more eﬃcient heat dissipation can primarily be achieved
through improving the heatsink conﬁguration and/or by minimizing the interface
resistances.
To minimize the interface resistances in a package, TIMs act to reduce the
air voids and gaps that are inevitably present around the contact points of two
surfaces, due to their respective microscopic roughness and relative asperity (ﬁg-
ure 4.2). A conventional classiﬁcation is that materials mounted at the interface
between the die and the IHS are referred to as TIM1, while materials at the in-
terface between the IHS and heatsink are called TIM2. The term ”TIM1.5” for
die–to–heatsink interfaces has also been used [189].
For heat transfer across an interface, the primary ﬁgure of merit is the total
thermal interface resistance, composed of two contact resistances between the TIM
and each of the contacting surfaces (Rcontact1 and Rcontact2) and the bulk resistance
of the TIM (RTIM):
Rinterface = Rcontact1 +RTIM +Rcontact2
= Rcontact1 +BLT/λTIM +Rcontact2
= BLT/λeﬀective
The bulk resistance of the TIM can be described as the apparent thickness of the
interface, called bond line thickness (BLT), divided by the thermal conductivity
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the thermal resistance across interfaces with and without
a conventional TIM material.
of the TIM (λTIM). For comparative purposes, it is also sometimes convenient
to use the eﬀective thermal conductivity (λeﬀective), which includes the contact
resistances, as a ﬁgure of merit.
Though these relations are simple, they clearly point out the challenge for at-
taining low total interface resistance using TIMs. This involves a trade-oﬀ between
con-formability and coupling to the surfaces, to achieve low contact resistances,
and high thermal conductivity to reduce the bulk contribution. Obviously factors
such as interface geometry, contact pressure as well as surface materials and their
properties will aﬀect what characteristics of the TIM that present the optimal
trade-oﬀ. Additionally, to maintain reliable performance the TIM must be able
to cope with the thermo–mechanically induced stress, most commonly associated
with contacting surfaces of mismatching coeﬃcients of thermal expansion (CTE)
and substrate warpage. For TIM1 materials, it is for instance important to provide
suﬃcient mechanical decoupling between a metal (CTE of 15-25 ppm/K) heatsink
or heatspreader and the semiconductor die (CTE of 3-5 ppm/K), so that stress
induced cracking does not occur.
In summary, the fundamental challenge for TIM technologies, is how to reliably
maximize the transfer of thermal energy between adjacent surfaces, with initial
and boundary conditions set by microelectronic packaging. The next section will
provide a brief overview of conventional TIM technologies and new TIM concepts
still in research.
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4.2 Thermal Interface Materials
4.2.1 Conventional Materials
There is a wide variety of commercially available TIMs that target varying re-
quirements. In general, the parameters that are considered for TIMs include (with
certain overlap) performance/cost ratio, BLT, long term reliability, compressibil-
ity, assembly processing conditions/handle-ability, re–workability, outgassing/risk
of contamination, dielectric properties, insulating capability and mechanical cou-
pling to surfaces/adhesive function.
Polymer Matrix Composites
Unmatched in usage, throughout the microelectronics industry, are the particle
loaded polymer matrix based materials. This is mainly due to their low cost and
uncomplicated assembly conditions together with an acceptable and fairly reliable
performance. The polymer matrices are typically composed of silicone, epoxy,
urethane or paraﬃn, while common thermally conductive ﬁller materials are Al,
Al2O3, ZnO, BN and Ag particles [190, 191]. The main heat transport through this
class of materials rely on particle-particle contact between the conductive ﬁllers and
thus requires a particle loading that exceed the percolation threshold [192]. The
most straightforward way to increase the thermal conductivity is to use a higher
particle loading. The particle concentration is however limited by the drastically
increased viscosity that occurs at high loading, which makes the materials diﬃcult
to apply, increases bond line thickness and leads to poor surface contact. The
composition is thus trade-oﬀ between high thermal conductivity, connected with
high viscosity, and low contact resistance associated with lower viscosity. Today,
the highest performing polymer matrix composites, available commercially, in the
form of non-crosslinked grease/paste or phase change materials are reported to
have thermal conductivity around 4-6 W/mK, despite signiﬁcant loading of high
thermal conductivity particles [193, 194]. A thermal performance in this range is
not considered by the industry to meet the requirements on thermal dissipation
for future applications.
Furthermore, modelling work has indicated that the inter-particle resistances
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will pose severe limits to the achievable eﬀective thermal conductivity [195], de-
spite using particles of very high thermal conductivity. It has been claimed that
there is no signiﬁcant additional improvement in the thermal conductivity of the
composite, from increased thermal conductivity of the ﬁller, when the ﬁller is al-
ready greater than 100 times that of the polymer matrix. Instead, the aspect ratio
of highly conductive ﬁllers has been suggested to be a more potent approach to
increased performance, as large aspect ratio ﬁllers easily form connections in a
conductive network [196]. Attempting to push the performance of polymer matrix
materials, there have been suggestions to include particles with high aspect ratios
in bi- and trimodal size distributions, including both micro and nanosized ﬁllers
[197]. However, as ﬁller sizes move from micro to nanosize the thermal boundary
resistance (also known as Kapitza resistance) tend to add a signiﬁcant contribution
to the total thermal resistance [192].
Of additional concern, for non-crosslinked polymer matrix composite, are the
long term usage problems related to separation of the matrix and ﬁllers and mi-
gration out from the interface. The two main degradation modes are pump-out,
referring to material migrating out or to an uneven distribution creating voids at
the interface, as well as dry-out, which is essentially separation of the matrix and
ﬁller components [198]. These degrading eﬀects can, over time, result in orders of
magnitude higher thermal interface resistance and are primarily attributed to the
pumping action occurring due to warpage movements from thermal expansion of
the substrate, package and heatsink during thermal cycles.
Solder based TIMs
Solder alloys have thermal conductivities which are an order of magnitude higher
than the polymer matrix composite materials. In similarity with low viscosity poly-
mer matrix materials, they can ﬂow to ﬁll the microscopic gaps of the interface,
thereby minimizing the contact resistances. Despite the existence of a wide range of
solders used in conventional electronic assembly, such as interconnects and die at-
tach applications, the solder alternatives viable for thermal interface applications,
are more limited. The main limiting factors are related to the assembly process
temperature, environmental and health restraints and the mechanical compliance
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requirements causing reliability issues. Firstly, the solder melting point needs to be
below the maximum allowed temperature, not to induce degradation of the pack-
age materials that has been assembled during prior steps. This reduces possible
alloys to those with a liquidus temperature below roughly 240–250 ◦C. At the same
time the melting point should be suﬃciently high to allow for reliable performance
at operating temperatures, typically above 120 ◦C [199]. Secondly, environmental
and health aspects essentially excludes the use of alloys based on lead or cadmium.
Thirdly, STIMs are limited to alloys with high resistance to crack formation and
propagation under dynamic and thermally induced loads, that otherwise can cause
severe degradation of the thermal performance. Typically, soldered joints with low
ductility are typically prone to crack formation. Additionally, insuﬃcient mechan-
ical decoupling puts geometrical constraints on the BLT and the interface area
where solder TIM can be applied. In TIM1 applications, solders require relatively
high BLT in order to maintain the stress transfer onto the die at an acceptable
level [199]. High joint stiﬀness limits the area that can be soldered due to thermal
expansion and solidiﬁcation shrinkage causing increasing strain at large distance
to the neutral point [200].
In an interesting study, Deppisch et al. [201] identiﬁed and evaluated 6 viable
solder alloy candidates based on Sn, Bi and/or In for TIM1 application in a mi-
croprocessor package. They found that pure In, combining low mechanical yield
strength (4-6 MPa) and low melting temperature (157 ◦C), at a BLT of ∼200-300
μm, was the only conﬁguration that allowed reliable assembly and device opera-
tion without crack formation, while maintaining adequate thermal performance.
Devices assembled with pure Sn as interface material, exhibited die cracking due
to the combined eﬀect of high process temperature and low ductility of the formed
joint. Using eutectic composition of Sn and Bi, with signiﬁcantly lower processing
temperature, degraded rapidly in thermal performance due to its inherent brittle-
ness. As a results, despite concerns regarding high price and supply, In has been
used as TIM1 material in high end processors, after the transition to Pb-free solder
based TIMs [202].
Escaping some of the problems, related to high reﬂow temperature and stress
transfer, are STIMs based on low melting point alloys (LMAs). Using alloying
elements such as gallium (Ga), Sn, Bi and In, the melting points range from∼20–80
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◦C, which enables the materials to undergo phase change into a molten state during
operation. The liquid state allows for complete mechanical decoupling between
the surfaces and enables a very high degree of wetting, which in combination with
decent thermal conductivities in the range of 10-20 W/mK, yields low total thermal
interface resistance. Recently, a Ga based TIM was measured to have a thermal
conductivity of 13 W/mK as well as an interface resistance of 2.6 Kmm2/W at a
contact pressure of 50 kPa [203]. The main problem with Ga in pure form is that it
causes severe corrosion on aluminium alloys, making it unwanted in most systems
[204]. Other negative aspects of LMAs include risk of leakage to cause shorts,
migration from the interface, oxidation, and corrosive eﬀects on certain metal
surfaces through progressive formation of inter-metallic species. However, some of
these eﬀects have been addressed. The risk of leakage and oxidation can be avoided
by employing a gasket sealing around the interface. To minimize migration, it is
also possible to incorporate a mesh-work which can act to stabilizes and retain
the melt. In spite of promising performance and presented countermeasures for
dealing with potential issues, the overall usage of LMAs remain limited [205].
4.2.2 Emerging Technologies
The thermal challenges faced in modern electronics are considerable, and new
innovative materials with related process technologies are required to meet them.
Current TIM research features the use of novel nanostructured materials as well as
established materials applied in non-traditional ways [10]. In general, a recent and
successful trend has been to align and/or form a continuous and highly conductive
phase across the interface. Without covering all, and focusing on materials aimed
for interfaces of high power densities, two promising approaches are based on
vertically aligned carbon allotropes and continuous metal phases.
Vertically Aligned Carbon Based Materials
Carbon structures are considered attractive as TIMs primarily due to their promise
of high thermal conductivity, inherent to the properties of the hexagonal structures
of sp2 C=C bonds. Around 3000–3500 W/mK at room temperature, i.e. one or-
der of magnitude higher than metals, has been experimentally measured on single
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walled CNTs [187, 206, 207]. Multiple studies have therefore looked into the pos-
sibility to utilize CNTs as a high aspect ratio and highly conductive ﬁllers in
polymer matrix composites [208]. However, in general the thermal performance
of such composites is still severely limited by the multiple contact resistance be-
tween individual CNTs and the surrounding matrix. Applied at an interface, the
CNTs also tend to align perpendicularly towards the contacting surfaces, or at
best remain randomly dispersed, which results in a diminishing contribution to
the through-plane conductivity.
To overcome the alignment issue, and instead create continuous conducting
channels across the interface, vertically aligned CNTs inﬁltrated with a polymer
phase have been investigated [209]. Despite substantial increase of the through-
plane conductivity due to CNT alignment, the thermal transport across interfaces
has still been found limited by the dominating contact resistance between the
CNTs and the connecting surfaces [210–212]. Accordingly, diﬀerent strategies to
reduce these contact resistance have been proposed. Tong et al. [213] demonstrated
that the resistance associated with the free-end CNT tips, physically bonded by van
der Waals adhesion, is ∼10 Kmm2/W, but can be reduced through welding using
a thin layer of deposited In. Ni et al. [214] instead used an azide-functionlizatied
polymer with C-N bonds and reported that it was possible to decrease the thermal
resistance of 10 μm CNT forest down to ∼1.4 Kmm2/W, between the Si growth
substrate and a Cu surface. Recently, Taphouse et al. [215] also showed that it
was possible to achieve a 9-fold reduction in the thermal interface resistance (4.6
± 0.5 Kmm2/W) compared to dry contact for a CNT forest bonded between the
growth substrate and a Cu oxide surface.
Much of the low contact resistance, contributing to a low total thermal interface
resistance, can be attributed to the CVD growth directly on the substrates used in
the measurements. It has thought to be a result of the melting underlayer, below
the catalyst particles, that forms an intimate contact between the CNTs and the
substrate [213]. However, since most applications are incompatible with the high
temperature required for CNT growth, a transfer from the growth substrate is
typically needed. This has proven to add substantial contributions to the contact
resistances. For instance, Cross et al. [212] measured a resistance of around
10 Kmm2/W for both 30 μm and 130 μm transferred CNTs between Si and Ag
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surfaces, indicating a high contact resistance and a low bulk contribution to the
resistance from CNTs. In another study, Barako et al. [216] transferred 500
μm tall CNT forests using In ﬁlms to bond two glass substrates and was able to
obtain thermal resistances of 28 Kmm2/W. Depending on the success of strategies
to reduce the contact resistances for transferred VACNT TIMs, their use may be
limited to relatively high BLTs.
Despite promising, there are still several obstacles for using CNTs as TIMs that
remain. Firstly, the scalability of the required processing using VACNTs in TIMs
in practical applications can be questioned for many of the evaluated approaches
[215]. In fact, in most practical applications the achievable CNT density is low,
which limits the thermal conductivity. Additionally, the thermal conductivity tend
to fall rapidly with the number of defects and impurities [217], which, so far, seems
to be largely unavoidable in larger scale production of CNTs.
Graphene, the basic structural element of both CNTs and graphite, has also
gathered interest for practical applications in thermal management of electronics.
The interest was spurred on from measurements on freely suspended graphene
showing an exceptionally high thermal conductivity (up to 5000 W/mK). It has
also been shown that the thermal conductivity of suﬃciently large graphene ﬂakes
can exceed that of bulk graphite (>2000 W/mK) [218]. However, for practical
applications, it is established that the thermal conductivity of graphene decrease
substantially with increasing number of layers or in contact with other materials
[219]. For instance single layer graphene on silicon dioxide has been found to have
a suppressed thermal conductivity of 600 W/mK, which is higher than Cu, but
much lower than for suspended and clean graphene. The reduction is due to the
umklapp processes, impurity and boundary scattering which are acting when the
material is in contact with other surfaces [187]. Despite this, there are some results
of potential interest for TIM applications.
Without alignment, Balandin and co-workers [220] reported an enhancement of
1000 % of the thermal conductivity of epoxy based composites by 5 wt% addition of
liquid-phase exfoiliated few layer graphene. They also found that the conductivity
of silver based epoxy could be increased by ∼500 % through the addition of 5
wt% of hybrid graphene-metal particle ﬁllers, which had a strong coupling to the
matrix material and wide size distribution from nano-to micrometer [221].
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For aligned graphene, Liang et al. used vacuum ﬁltration to prepare relatively
thick multilayer grephene sheets, which were cut out and assembled so that the
graphene ﬂakes aligned across a silicon-silicon interfaces. Through laser ﬂash mea-
surements they found a promising bulk thermal conductivity of 75.5 W/mK of the
aligned graphene sheets. However, despite using a thin In coating to improve the
thermal transfer to the silicon substrate, the thermal contact resistance towards
each silicon surface was 5.1 Kmm2/W, which is far from optimal for thin BLTs.
Another approach to a graphene based TIM was suggested by Zhang et al., who
synthesized graphene foams with high ﬂexibility and a three dimensional structure
by using CVD at 900 ◦C on a sacriﬁcial nickel foam. Under compression of 200 kPa
and with a resulting foam thickness of ∼2-3 μm, they found a thermal interface
resistance between Cu-Cu and Si-Al interfaces of 7 and 4 Kmm2/W, respectively.
Also carbon allotropes in aligned form have been explored for use in TIM
applications. For instance, Uetani et al. [222] fabricated a CF-based TIM by
electrostatic ﬂocking as a way to align pitch-based carbon ﬁbers in the vertical
direction, followed by ﬁlling the interstitial space with a ﬂourinated rubber matrix.
Showing a conductivity of 23 W/mK at a ﬁller loading of 13 %, the composite could
retain the ﬂexibility of the rubber matrix. By using a fabrication process which
is scaleable and already available in industry, they believed this approach could
be realized in the near future. Unfortunately no measurements of the thermal
interface resistance were reported.
Metallic materials with modiﬁed mechanical properties
A critical challenge with metal based TIMs are to deal with potential reliability
issues, related to stiﬀness of the joint, shear creep compliance, delamination and
crack propagation, without compromising the thermal performance. Eﬀorts have
therefore focused to develop materials and related processes which allows for an
optimal combination of mechanical and thermal performance. To this end, several
groups have studied sintering of metal particles. Dutta et al. studied liquid phase
sintering of Sn and In as the high and low melting phase respectively and found
that 30-50 % In content, sintered just above In melting point, was able to produce
a material that was ductile under low strain conditions. The sintered material
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was able to sustain strains of >20 % without crack formation and had high shear
strain compliance under thermal cycling conditions while maintaining a thermal
conductivity of roughly half of In (∼40 W/mK) [223]. In another study, Yu et
al. [224] found that Ag nanoparticles sintered by spark plasma under hot pressing
at 250 ◦C at a pressure of 30 MPa during 30 min between two polished copper
surfaces showed thermal resistance from 0.1 Kmm2 up to 2 Kmm2/W. The material
was claimed to be promising for power electronic applications, but there was no
data reported on reliability aspects. However, for most microelectronic assemblies
temperature levels above 240–260◦C are too high and typical contact pressures of
heatsinks assemblies are in the order of ∼100 kPa, which is roughly two orders of
magnitude lower than for the sintering process. As an alternative route, Chliasatia
et al. [225] suggested to use low temperature sintering (120 ◦C) of Ag nanoparticles,
targeting only chip hot spot locations, by inkjet printing and combined this with
conventional grease in a hybrid approach. Through simulations they demonstrated
the potential to improve heat dissipation through thin bond line thickness and
maintain low stress induced on the die.
Yet another option, introduced by Wunderle et al. [226], is using a porous
Au nanosponge structure on wafer level to enhance thermal heat transfer across
interfaces by either allowing better conformation to ﬁller particles in the applied
TIM material or used in direct bonding of two surfaces with nanosponge structures
at 200 ◦C.
Another potential route to escape the mechanical drawbacks of a stiﬀ solid joint
is to modify conventional polymer matrix composite with the addition of solder-
able/fusible metallic ﬁller. Intel has acquired a few patents [227, 228] regarding a
polymer solder hybrid TIMs which aim to improve on the particle-particle contact
limitation of traditional particle loaded polymer matrix composites. During as-
sembly the solder component can be reﬂowed and thus interlink the other particles
and allow formation of continuous conducting channels across the interface.
Recently, Raj et al. [229] suggested using co-electrodeposition process of Sn-
graphite and Sn-SiC composites onto silicon chips for TIM applications. Their
concept relies on achieving a thin BLT through deposition techniques, while using
the particles to increase the thermal conductivity and to tune the CTE. How-
ever, so far, no measurements on reliability or thermal performance has been re-
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ported. Furthermore, they recognized the diﬃculty with the wetting of Sn onto
the graphite and SiC particles. By using pressure assisted solder inﬁltration in
a thermocompression bonding equipment they presented SEM images indicating
that tin covered SiC particle surfaces.
The next section will introduce the concept and three implementations of using
a metal matrix polymer composite as a TIM, developed in our group. Noticeably,
the material concept includes certain features that are similar to the examples
presented above. This is true in particular for the latter two, as our developed
composite materials rely on reﬂow during application, a ﬁber phase intended to
modify the thermo-mechanical properties and fabrication with pressure assisted
metal alloy inﬁltration.
4.3 Metal Matrix Composite Thermal Interface
Material
This section presents the fabrication processes and characterization of a composite
material comprised of a porous ﬁber network inﬁltrated with a continuous metallic
phase aimed for TIM applications. More speciﬁcally, three speciﬁc implementa-
tions of this technology will be treated; Polyimde ﬁbers with an In matrix (Paper
F), PI ﬁbers with a solder alloy matrix (Paper G), and ﬁnally carbonized pitch
ﬁbers with a solder alloy matrix (Paper H). Below we will introduce the material
principal concept, followed by details regarding the general fabrication process and
related developments, and ﬁnally summarize and discuss important results.
4.3.1 Development and Fabrication
4.3.1.1 Concept
The material concept is a two component composite system comprising a sur-
face modiﬁed ﬁbrous network with interconnected pores infused with a continuous
metal matrix phase. The network consists of non-woven randomly oriented sub–
micron ﬁbers formed through electrospinning of a material that can serve to tune
the mechanical or thermal properties of the joint.
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Using polymeric ﬁbers, as a speciﬁc implementation, the intended function of
the network is to act as a carrier for the metal and serve the following main aspects:
• Decrease the shear modulus and thus lower stress transfer between interfaces
• Increase ductility and prevent crack propagation through the metal phase
• Reinforce the composite structure during reﬂow assembly by acting as a
spacer element to control BLT and to, certain extent, impede ﬂow of melt
out from the interface while the metal phase is in liquid state
• Conﬁne solidiﬁcation volumes during reﬂow to reduce shrinkage
During application as a TIM, the metal phase is brought above the melting
point to allow for wetting and binding of the contacting surfaces, thus creating
multiple continuous metallic heat transfer paths across the interface (ﬁgure 4.3).
In principle, the metal matrix can be any suitable alloy, which oﬀers ﬂexibility and
makes the concept adaptable to diﬀerent applications with varying requirements
on surface metallization, cost and performance. For microelectronics packaging
applications primarily the use of conventional Sn or In based solder alloys are
considered eligible, in order to stay within non-harmful temperature limits during
reﬂow.
4.3.1.2 Fabrication
Overview
The fabrication of the metal matrix polymer composite TIM consists of three
consecutive steps and is outlined in ﬁgure 4.4. First electrospinning is used as a
straightforward and scalable route to form a non woven mesh of macroscopically
long submicron diameter ﬁbers to act as the carrier. The electrospinning process
oﬀers well suited opportunities to alter the ﬁber dimensions and to achieve initial
porosity in a suitable range (nm-μm and ∼60-90 %) for the intended TIM com-
posites of ﬁnal thickness between 10–200 μm. The second process step is a ﬁber
surface modiﬁcation to facilitate the subsequent inﬁltration and to improve the
coupling between the metal matrix and ﬁbers. The ﬁnal step is inﬁltration of a
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Fiber network
Metal phase
Surface irregularities
Continious heat paths
Heat flow
Figure 4.3: Schematic of a small segment of an interface showing the structure
and functionality of the metal matrix polymer composite after assembly.
metal matrix into the ﬁber network. This inﬁltration is challenging due to the
non–wettable and small ﬁber diameters in combination with small pore size and
high porosity.
Figure 4.4: Overview of the three main fabrication process steps of the com-
posite. The ﬁber carrier network is formed through electrospinning followed by
surface modiﬁcation of the ﬁbers to facilitate subsequent inﬁltration of the inter-
penetrating metal matrix.
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Electrospinning
The ﬁbrous non-woven mesh was formed by electrospinning a solution containing
16 wt% PI (Huntsman Advanced Materials) in N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAC)
using 18 kV, 2 mL/h feed rate and 20 cm between cannula and collector in a
commercial electrospinning unit (Nanoﬁber Electrospinning Unit, Kato Tech). The
mesh was spun to a thickness of 50 μm on aluminum foil and heated to 320 ◦C for
1 hour to extort any residual solvent.
Fiber Surface Modiﬁcation
Earlier investigations of an ion exchange based ﬁber surface modiﬁcation using PI
cleavage combined with chemical and thermal reduction has found that both re-
duction methods present promising routes to surface modiﬁcation of electrospun PI
ﬁbers [230]. The ion exchange process followed by thermal or chemical reduction
has also been shown to result in two distinct morphologies of nanoparticle forma-
tion on the ﬁbers. Thermal reduction lead to nano-particles that were embedded
and uniformly dispersed through the surface modiﬁed layer of the ﬁbers and longer
treatment time mainly increased the depth of the modiﬁcation. Such embedded
layer of Ag nanoparticles resulting from thermal reduction was also demonstrated
to be suitable as a seed layer for an autocatalytic process in order to form a con-
tinuous Ag layer on the ﬁber surface to provide an adequate adherent interface
towards an In matrix [231]. The resulting composite showed attractive thermal
conductivity of 27 W/mK and low thermal contact resistance when applied as
TIM between two copper surfaces. On the other hand, the chemical reduction,
which used dimethylamine borane (DMAB) as reducing agent, lead to a preferen-
tial reduction and formation of the nanoparticles primarily conﬁned to the surface
with partial embedment. Ion exchange followed by DMAB reduction can thus be
considered an alternative approach to the thermal reduction followed by an auto-
catalytic process to achieve a full surface coating suitable for improving wetting
and metal matrix inﬁltration.
Further studies of the composite fabrication process based on chemical re-
duction using DMAB was therefore initiated. First the focus was to enable and
optimize the imide cleavage process, which is otherwise a time consuming bottle-
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neck in the composite fabrication, by determining the eﬀect on ﬁber modiﬁcation
depth and Ag nanoparticle synthesis while varying treatment time, temperature
and KOH concentration. After suitable process conditions that could enable a
complete nanoparticle coating and facilitate wetting was found, we proceed to in-
ﬁltrate the structure to form the ﬁnal composite and evaluate its performance as
a TIM.
The complete process of the investigated ﬁber surface modiﬁcation is schemat-
ically given in ﬁgure 4.5. In order to ﬁnd optimal conditions for the surface modi-
ﬁcation, i.e. to achieve a proper Ag coating of the electrospun PI to facilitate the
inﬁltration of the metal matrix, a scan was made over temperature, concentration
and time for the imide cleavage process. After immersion in up to 4 M KOH aque-
ous solution for 60 min at both 50 ◦C and 60 ◦C, and subsequent processing steps,
visual inspection revealed only slight color changes (from bright yellow to slightly
brown) on both PI ﬁlm and ﬁber networks. Based on experience from previous
experiments such color change correlates with very thin Ag coatings was therefore
considered not to be of further interest to this study. Ramping up to 80 ◦C in the
imide cleavage process proved to have a pronounced impact on the modiﬁcation
speed. The visual appearance of the surface modiﬁed ﬁber mats range from light
brown to dark brown with hints of silver, while the PI ﬁlm span from dark yellow
all the way to solid metallic silver. The same trend is also observed during SEM
inspection of the samples. SEM micrographs of the resulting morphology from
diﬀerent initial treatment of 1, 2 and 4 M KOH during 30 and 60 min at 80 ◦C on
both ﬂat PI ﬁlm and ﬁbers are given in ﬁgure 4.6. The diﬀerence between ﬁlm and
ﬁber modiﬁcation is most prominent for the 2 and 4 M treatments. Comparing the
2 M samples after 60 min, (ﬁgure 4.6h and l) the ﬁlm surface displays Ag particle
clusters that are several hundreds of nanometers wide and particles which are 50–
100 nm while the ﬁber surface exhibit very few particles at all. Another example
is the 4 M sample after 30 min (ﬁgure 4.6c and f) where the particle grains are
105±35 nm on the ﬁlm compared to 50±15 nm on the ﬁbers. This indicates that
the rate of modiﬁcation is aﬀected by the hierarchical structure presented by the
ﬁbers and may be explained by the larger surface area as well as a slower exchange
of ions due to reduced diﬀusive ﬂow inside the network. Additional contribution
can be from the axial alignment of the PI chains shown to occur during electro-
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spinning process [232], which can lead to decreased modiﬁcation rate compared to
the bulk ﬁlm.
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Figure 4.5: The major steps in the surface modiﬁcation; washing with ethanol,
imide cleavage induced from KOH, ion exchange of K+ to Ag+ in AgNO3, Ag+
reduction using DMAB and re-imidization through thermal treatment.
To study the depth of the modiﬁcation ﬁber cross sections were prepared by
casting samples into epoxy resin followed by preparing ultrathin sections (∼60 nm)
using a a diamond knife in an ultramicrotome (PowerTome XL, Boeckeler). The
ultra-thin sections were placed on 400 mesh copper grid for inspection in a TEM
(Tecnai T20, FEI). Figure 4.7 displays a representative selection of ﬁbers showing
that for immersion in 4 M for 15 and 30 min as well as 1 M for 60 min the
modiﬁcation is mainly limited to the surface. The depth of the surface modiﬁcation
from 15, 30 and 60 min are measured to be 100±10 nm, 190±20 nm and >500 nm
respectively, while corresponding values at 1 and 2 M for 60 min are 150±30 nm and
>500 nm. From the combined results from SEM it can be seen that both 30 min
and 60 min subjection to 4 M KOH creates a Ag nanoparticle layer modiﬁcation
with a density that can act as an intermediate layer of higher surface energy to
assist in wetting for the subsequent inﬁltration. However, as it is beneﬁcial to
retain the mechanical properties of PI during processing the preferred choice is
selected based on TEM images as 4 M for 30 min.
The ﬁnal step of the surface modiﬁcation was to induce re-imidization of the
layer of polyamic acid (PAA), resulting after the Ag reduction, to restore the
original polymer structure of the PI carrier network. This was carried out by a
thermal anneal at 350 ◦C for 40 min in nitrogen atmosphere. To conﬁrm that
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Figure 4.6: Surface modiﬁed solution cast PI ﬁlm and electrospun PI ﬁbers from
immersion in 1 M (a, d, g, k), 2 M (b, e, h, l) and 4 M (c, f, j, m) KOH aqueous
solution at 80 ◦C followed by Ag+ ion exchange in 100 mM AgNO3 and reduction
in 1 mM DMAB at room temperature.
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Figure 4.7: TEM cross section showing the eﬀect of concentration and time on
the modiﬁcation depth of PI ﬁbers from immersion in KOH aqueous solution of a
concentration of 4 M for 15 min (a, b), 30 min (c, d), 60 min (i,j) and 60 min in
1 M (e, f) and 2 M (g, h) at 80 ◦C.
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complete re-imidization had occurred, ATR-FTIR spectra were collected. The
ATR-FTIR spectra collected from the ﬁbers in pristine condition, after 30 min
in 4 M KOH and after thermal anneal is given in ﬁgure 4.8. The spectrum of
the pristine ﬁbers displays the characteristic imide structures at 1780, 1720 and
1370 cm−1 [233]. After the KOH treatment there is a band broadening in the range
between 1500-1700 cm−1 which corresponds to the superposition of the two amide
peaks at 1650 and 1550 cm−1. The intensities of the imide peaks after the imide
cleavage are not completely eliminated, indicating that the modiﬁcation depth is
smaller than the probing depth of the ATR-FTIR [234], which agrees with the
modiﬁcation depth measured in TEM.
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Figure 4.8: ATR-FTIR spectra showing the eﬀect of KOH treatment and thermally
induced re-imidization. (1) Pristine PI ﬁbers (2) after 30 min in 4 M KOH at 80 ◦C
(3) after 40 min thermal anneal at 350 ◦C.
The improvement in wetting of In after the Ag nanoparticle surface modiﬁca-
tion was assessed qualitatively by comparing reﬂow on top of pristine and modiﬁed
PI ﬁlm. On the surface modiﬁed PI ﬁlm the melt front formed with very low con-
tact angles while In on the pristine formed contacts with angles that were >90◦.
Low contact angles, as observed on the modiﬁed PI, indicates the possibility of
spontaneous inﬁltration driven by capillary forces. However, with further exper-
iments it was found that the resistance for the In melt to penetrate the network
was too high. By submerging plated ﬁbers into an In melt, only a few of the top
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contacting ﬁbers of the network, could be embedded into the metal. These ﬁndings
are in agreement with geometry based estimations which predicts that spontaneous
inﬁltration cannot occur with the porous characteristics of an electrospun PI ﬁber
network.
The following section elaborates on the diﬃculty inﬁltrating electrospun ﬁber
structures and the need for pressure assisted inﬁltration, by considering the avail-
able theory of metal wetting developed for metal matrix composites.
Forced Inﬁltration
To better understand the challenges faced when inﬁltrating a non-wettable inter-
face with metal it can be instructive to consider theory related to wetting phenom-
ena. The theory for inﬁltration of liquid metal matrices into ﬁbrous reinforcements
of metal matrix materials has been treated earlier [235–237] by adapting the origi-
nal wetting equations derived by Young [238]. By considering a capillary geometry
and the diﬀerence in surface tension between the solid–gas (γsolid-gas) and solid–
liquid (γsolid-liquid) as the driving force (Df = γsolid-gas− γsolid-liquid = γliquid-gas cos θ)
it is possible to express the pressure required for inﬁltrating pores of an eﬀective
radius r as [235]:
ΔP = Pliquid − Pgas ≥ 2Df
r
(4.2)
Equation 4.2 can thus be used as a rough estimate of the required pressure
for inﬁltration of a liquid metal into the capillaries of the porous network, which
the electrospun PI ﬁbers arguably constitute. Input of generic values in equation
4.2 to assess the inﬁltration pressure for metals with no wetting (cos θ = −1 ⇒
Df = −γliquid-gas ∼ 500 - 2000 mJm−2) and micron size pores (r∼ 10−6 m) results
in values between 1–4 MPa.
Nevertheless, it has been shown that a more appropriate expression can be
derived by considering the speciﬁc surface area S (which can be related to the
ﬁber diameter and the ﬁber volume fraction) to describe the threshold pressure
for inﬁltration Pth parallel to the ﬁbers’ axes [236]:
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Pth = Sγliquid-gas cos θ =
−4γliquid-gas
D
Vf
1− Vf cos θ (4.3)
where D represents ﬁber diameter, Vf the ﬁber volume fraction and θ the contact
angle between ﬁbers and the inﬁltrating metal. Again assuming a low degree of
wetting (cos θ = −1), using diameters ranging from 1000 nm down to 100 nm and
volume fractions of 40 up to 80 % the threshold pressure Pth is from 2.5 up to
160 MPa. Lowering the contact angle to 120◦ cuts the estimated pressure range in
about half (1.25-80 MPa). Indeed these estimations show that it is a challenging
task to achieve proper inﬁltration on ﬁbrous assemblies of such dimensions, without
modifying the surface to improve wettability.
Moreover, according to equation 4.3, the condition θ < 90◦ results in Pth <
0. This indicates that spontaneous inﬁltration is possible along the ﬁbers if the
wetting angle is low enough. However, when inﬁltration takes places in normal
direction to ﬁbers it has been shown that the threshold angle (θth) for spontaneous
inﬁltration is below 90◦ in most cases and depends on ﬁber arrangement [237]. It
has been recently argued by Kaptay [236] that the equations governing wetting by
liquid metal into ﬁbrous materials needs to be modiﬁed to take into account the
orientation of the ﬁbers. By considering the geometry of a liquid front onto two
parallel ﬁbers he was able to draw principal conclusions relevant for the threshold
value for the contact angle for spontaneous inﬁltration. Importantly it was found
that even a contact angle of 0◦ is not suﬃcient for spontaneous inﬁltration if the
ratio between inter ﬁber spacing (δ) to ﬁber diameter (D) is larger than a certain
critical value δ
D
> 0.155, or similarly if Vf < 0.68. Considering ﬁber diameters
around 1 μm, means that the spacing between ﬁbers need to be below 100 nm
for spontaneous inﬁltration to occur, which is not fulﬁlled in the case of a typical
porous electrospun PI network. Essentially, this points out that pressure assisted
inﬁltration is the only possible approach, aside from inﬁltration driven through
chemical reactions, to attain full inﬁltration for an electrospun randomly oriented
ﬁber network, even in the situation of perfect wetting between ﬁber and matrix.
Recognizing the need for high pressure liquid phase inﬁltration, a custom in–
house constructed tool for inﬁltration of the metal matrix into ﬁber networks was
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used. Brieﬂy, the process is as follows: The surface modiﬁed ﬁbrous ﬁlm is ﬁxed
and enclosed between two tool blocks forming a thin mould cavity around the ﬁber
ﬁlm. The cavity containing the ﬁlm is then evacuated using a small gate connected
to a vacuum pump. The mould temperature is heated to 30 ◦C above the liquidus
temperature of the matrix, and molten matrix, coming from a melt cavity, is then
slowly allowed ﬁll the mould from both sides of the ﬁxed ﬁlm. To ensure that the
matrix material penetrates into the porous ﬁber network, a pressure of 30 MPa
is applied to the melt using a piston and maintained for several seconds. Finally,
a mould insert is used to deﬁne the ﬁnal composite thickness before cooling and
solidiﬁcation.
The excess pressure applied (Pexcess = ΔP +
2Df
r
) during pressure assisted
inﬁltration will serve to drive the metal liquid front, with viscosity η, through the
capillaries a distance x after time t according to [235]:
x =
[
r2t
4η
(ΔP +
2Df
r
)
]1/2
⇒ t = x24η
r2
(
ΔP+
2Df
r
) (4.4)
Using a typical viscosity of metal in liquid state (η ∼ 10−3 Pa sec [239]) in equation
4.4 it is quickly realized that the estimated time for a 100 μm electrospun ﬁlm to
be inﬁltrated is virtually negligible at 1 MPa of excess pressure.
During our experiments, the high pressure assisted inﬁltration process was
found not to be suﬃcient on its own, to provide adequate inﬁltration (ﬁgure 4.9).
Instead, successful formation of the composite could be achieved only when the
pressure assisted inﬁltration was combined with the Ag nano surface modiﬁcation.
4.3.1.3 Evaluation of Thermal Properties
There are multiple methods available to evaluate thermal interface resistance based
on both steady–state and transient measurements. In this work the ﬂash method,
previously used to evaluate solders, sintered silver, CNT and graphene based TIM
and thermal grease [189, 224, 240–242], was utilized. The theory governing the
ﬂash method for characterizing the thermal diﬀusivity, heat capacity and thermal
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Figure 4.9: Comparing the inﬁltration of In into pristine and Ag nano particle
surface modiﬁed PI ﬁber networks.
conductivity of single layer was originally formulated by Parker et al. [243], but
later reﬁned by Cowan [244] and ﬁnally extended to double and triple layer samples
[245, 246].
During a typical measurement, one side of the sample under evaluation is sub-
jected to a short energy pulse, while the resulting transient temperature response
of the sample is collected on the opposite side, using an IR detector. The charac-
teristics of the temperature response is governed by the thermal diﬀusivity through
the sample. Under the assumption of adiabatic conditions and one dimensional
heat ﬂow, it is possible to extract the thermal diﬀusivity α from:
α =
1.38d2
π2t1/2
(4.5)
where d is the thickness of the sample and t1/2 is the half rise time of the temper-
ature transient. As pointed out by Cowan, to extract the sample thermal diﬀu-
sivity for non-adiabatic conditions requires additional corrections. However, these
reﬁned equations are quite mathematically tedious, and therefore not presented
here. Nevertheless, thermal diﬀusivity is related to the thermal conductivity λ via
the speciﬁc heat capacity Cp and the density ρ:
λ = ρCpα (4.6)
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The principal way to characterize the thermal interface resistance of a two-
layer sample, is based on measuring the eﬀective thermal diﬀusivity of the sample.
Then, knowing the thermophysical properties of the layers in the stacked sample,
the thermal resistance due to the contact interface (Rc) can be determined. This
is best done through software using iterative algorithms and integrated mathemat-
ical model functions, but in principle the relation is illustrated by the following
equation:
λeffective = ρCpαeffective =
dtotal
d1
λ1
+ d2
λ2
+Rc
(4.7)
where dtotal is the total thickness and d1, d2 are the thickness of each of the stacked
layers.
In the case of an intermediate layer, i.e. a TIM applied between two layers,
which is comparably thin, so that it has negligible inﬂuence on the heat capacity
and density of the sample stack in a measurement, the calculated contact resistance
corresponds to the total thermal interface resistance of the TIM (Rc = Rinterface).
This resistance then includes the two contact resistances of the TIM and the bulk
resistance of the TIM (Rinterface = Rcontact1 + Rcontact2 + BLT/λTIM). The contact
resistances of the TIM and its thermal conductivity can be thus found from linear
regression of Rinterface versus BLT.
4.3.2 Indium Matrix and Polyimide Fiber Composite
To introduce an In matrix into the Ag surface modiﬁed ﬁber networks, pressure
assisted liquid phase inﬁltration were carried out, as described above, using an
in-house designed tool. The surface modiﬁed ﬁber mat had a thickness of 50
μm prior to inﬁltration, and thus the inﬁltrated composite preform thickness was
controlled, using the tool, to be 50 μm after solidiﬁcation. The surface of the
resulting composite is shown in ﬁgure 4.10a, while a high magniﬁcation of a surface
modiﬁed ﬁber embedded in In matrix is displayed in ﬁgure 4.10b and c. Through
SEM inspection it was observed that the Ag coating remain intact and the wetting
between the metallic phase and Ag coated ﬁbers appear appropriate.
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Figure 4.10: The surface of the In–MMC after inﬁltration.
The thermal performance of the MMC as a thermal interface material was eval-
uated using two diﬀerent interfaces and compared to In solder. The ﬁrst interface
was prepared by sandwiching the preform samples between two ENIG Cu surfaces
coated in an industrial process. The second interface was between a dummy Si
chip with back side metallization (100 nm Ti and 300 nm Au) and a polished Cu
plate, representing a Si die and a Cu IHS. Fluxless reﬂow was carried out for all
samples while applying 200 kPa of compressive mechanical pressure to the stack.
After assembly, the In preform samples resulted in BLTs <3 μm, as most of the
In was pushed out from the interface during reﬂow. The additional mechanical
support from the ﬁbrous carrier in the MMCs gave BLTs in the range of 20–30
μm, which was roughly equal to 40–60 % of the initial ﬁber ﬁlm thickness.
The total thermal resistances of the diﬀerent assemblies are given in ﬁgure 4.11.
Due to the low BLT, the total thermal interface resistance of the In samples can
be mainly attributed to the contact resistances or possibly light voiding [247]. For
the ENIG-ENIG interface the thermal interface resistances for In solder and the
MMC were measured to be 1.6±0.15 Kmm2/W and 2.1±0.25 Kmm2/W respec-
tively. The relatively high resistance for the In solder sample clearly shows that the
major contribution for this interface is from contact resistance. The addition in
total thermal interface resistance due to the ﬁber phase is thus, in this situation,
around 30 %. The thermal resistance for the MMC corresponds to an eﬀective
thermal conductivity of 10±2 W/mK. For the Si-Cu interface, the thermal inter-
face resistances for In solder and the MMC were found to be 0.25±0.10 Kmm2/W
and 1±0.15 Kmm2/W, respectively. The In results agree well with previous reports
on ﬂuxless bonding technology that has been demonstrated to produce minimal
voiding for In solder as TIM1 material [248]. The eﬀective thermal conductivity for
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the MMC was 22±6 W/mK for the Si-Cu interface. The low contact resistances
for both types of samples indicate that metallurgical bonds are formed with the
contacting surfaces. The relatively large diﬀerence in thermal resistance between
the two interfaces is likely due to diﬀerences in surface roughness, which is sub-
stantially higher on the ENIG plated surfaces compared to a Si and polished Cu
surface.
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Figure 4.11: Total thermal interface resistance for In solder and the In–MMC at
ENIG-ENIG and Si(Ti/Au)-Cu interfaces.
Comparing the route using chemical reduction to thermal reduction together
with autocatalytic deposition to fabricate the MMC, the results are promising.
Previous research [231] has shown that a MMC fabricated using thermal reduction
and autocatalytic deposition resulted in a bulk conductivity of 27 W/mK and ther-
mal contact resistances below 1 Kmm2/W between polished Cu surfaces. As the
chemical reduction has fewer complex process steps involved, and the MMCs have
similar performance characteristics, it can be considered to be a more attractive
approach.
From a TIM perspective the MMC display solid thermal performance which
is in the same range as that of In solder. Considering the higher BLT compared
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to the pure In joint, which would add another 0.25 Kmm2/W (=20 μm / 82
W/mK) of resistance, together with the lower In content, the MMC preform can
be considered a competitive alternative.
4.3.3 Solder Alloy Matrix and Polyimide Fiber Composite
As a continued development from the indium composite, we next investigated the
possibility to inﬁltrate the surface modiﬁed ﬁber network with standard solder
alloy. After modifying the inﬁltration process to function properly at higher tem-
peratures, a new type of solder alloy matrix nano polymer composite (SMNPC)
could be successfully fabricated. Similar to the In–MMC, the SMNPC uses the
nano Ag surface functionalized highly porous electrospun non-woven polyimide
ﬁber network, but the matrix material is now Sn95.5Ag3.8Cu0.7 alloy. The result
of the fabrication steps can be seen in ﬁgure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Electrospun polyimide ﬁber(a), Ag nanoparticle surface modiﬁed PI
(b) and a ﬁber embedded in the SMNPC surface after matrix inﬁltration (c).
When assembled as a thermal interface or die attach material and reﬂowed,
the target for the SMNPC is to form a structure that has continuous heat transfer
paths through the SnAgCu matrix and a ﬁber phase that can act to lower the
stiﬀness of the joint. Therefore, to assess the inﬂuence of the embedded ﬁber phase
on the mechanical properties, the elastic modulus of composite was evaluated and
compared to pure alloy in tensile tests. The results are summarized in ﬁgure 4.13.
Figure 4.13a a shows a comparison of the stressstrain relation for the Sn-Ag-Cu
alloy and the SMNPC up to 0.2 % strain. From the slope of the stress strain
relation the elastic modulus was estimated for Sn-Ag-Cu ﬁlm and the SMNPC to
be 23.4±2.3 GPa and 8.1±1.1 GPa, respectively (ﬁgure 4.13 b). The measurements
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thus indicate that the introduction of the polymer ﬁber phase can reduce the elastic
modulus by 65 % with respect to the matrix bulk value. The relatively large eﬀect
on modulus seem reasonable considering the fracture surface (ﬁgure 4.13 c and
d), which displays a combination of light ﬁber pull-out occurs and ﬁbers that
break at the interface. The result is also comparable to reports on Sn–based
interpenetrating phase composites for which a 23 % reduction in elastic modulus
and a 34 % reduction in shear modulus was observed at 20 volume percent polymer
inclusion [249, 250].
In literature, the bulk value for Sn95.5Ag3.8Cu0.7 alloy is reported to be ∼46
GPa at room temperature [251]. However, the Sn-Ag-Cu ﬁlm used in this work
has been processed under high pressure and could possess slightly diﬀerent alloy
composition, grain structure and porosity, which have been shown elsewhere to lead
to relatively large diﬀerences in mechanical properties [251, 252]. It is also probable
that the diﬀerences compared to bulk values measured for the SAC ﬁlm are due
to size eﬀects, which can play an important role for the mechanical properties of
thin metal foils [253].
To investigate the in situ eﬀects on thermal performance of the ﬁber phase in
the composite, a xenon ﬂash methodology was used. The interface resistance of
the composite was evaluated and compared to pure SnAgCu alloy as a reference.
To enable measurements of relevant in situ values, the sample under test were
sandwiched and reﬂowed under a compressive pressure of 200 kPa between ENIG
coated copper pieces. After assembly, the BLT of the assembled SMNPC ranged
from 35 μm up to 65μm, which show that the ﬁber phase was compressed 30-40
% during reﬂow with 200 kPa compressive pressure. Glass spacers were used to
control the BLT of the reference test assemblies with SnAgCu alloy ﬁlm.
The total thermal interface resistance for the composite and SnAgCu alloy, as
a function of BLT is given in ﬁgure 4.14a. The measured through-plane, eﬀective
through-plane and in-plane thermal conductivity for the SMNPC and SnAgCu
alloy are summarized ﬁgure 4.14. For the thermal resistance measurements of the
SnAgCu alloy, the reciprocal of the slope of the least square ﬁt, corresponds to a
conductivity of 64 W/mK. The intersection with the y-axis of the extrapolation
shows that the contact resistance is below 1 Kmm2/W for each surface contact.
The slope of the total thermal interface resistance for the SMNPC indicates that
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Figure 4.13: Mechanical characteristics measured for SnAgCu alloy and the SM-
NPC. Engineering stressstrain relation below 0.2 % strain (a), and elastic modulus
(b) measured for SnAgCu alloy and SMNPC preforms, n = 3. SEM micrographs
of the fracture surface of a SMNPC sample (c,d).
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the throughplane thermal conductivity (i.e. in the thermal conductivity transverse
to the ﬁbers), is approximately 22 W/mK. The ﬁber phase in the composite thus
results in a through-plane conductivity which has roughly 35 % of the bulk con-
ductivity of the SnAgCu matrix. However, due to compression of ﬁbers during the
fabrication process, it is not likely that such conductivity is also valid for much
higher thickness of the SMNPC. Instead, it could be expected that compression
of very high thickness of the ﬁber network would eventually seal oﬀ an increasing
amount of continuous high conducting matrix paths. Such an eﬀect could lead
to an increase in thermal resistance which is higher than the linear extrapolation
predicts, and thus a steeper slope corresponding to lower thermal conductivity.
The contact resistance for the SMNPC is found to be in the same range as that of
the pure SnAgCu joint, and thus relatively unaﬀected by the ﬁber reinforcement.
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Figure 4.14: Total thermal interface resistance as a function of BLT directly after
bonding of the SMNPC and pure SnAgCu alloy between ENIG coated Cu (a).
The measured thermal conductivity of the SMNPC compared to SnAgCu alloy.
Nevertheless, the most important ﬁgure of merit for thermal interface materials
and die attach, due to thin BLT, is the total thermal resistance across the interface.
Over the tested thickness range, the total thermal interface resistance was found
to be between 2.2-3.7 Kmm2/W and 1.6-2.8 Kmm2/W for the SMNPC and pure
SnAgCu alloy respectively. This corresponds to an average eﬀective through-plane
thermal conductivity of 17±4 W/mK for the composite, which is around 60 % of
the 27±3 W/mK measured for the reference alloy. The eﬀective diﬀerence in heat
transfer is thus much less than what appears from considering only through-plane
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thermal conductivity.
In-plane thermal conductivity is becoming increasingly relevant for TIMs as it
directly inﬂuences the ability to accommodate for high heat ﬂux areas of active
devices [254]. To measure the in-plane conductivity of the composite, xenon ﬂash
methodology, with a special ﬁxture which evaluates the time response for in-plane
heat transport, was utilized. The conductivity of the SnAgCu alloy was measured
to 60±2 W/mK, which is in reasonable agreement with the measured value when
sandwiched between copper pieces. The measurements also agree with previous
reported values for SnAgCu alloy in literature [255]. The in-plane conductivity of
the SMNPC was found to be 42±2 W/mK, which is about 70 % of the bulk matrix
value. Thus an anisotropic thermal conductivity with almost 50 % higher in-plane
conductivity compared to through-plane is found for the composite. A possible
explanation for this is that the cross section of the low conducting ﬁbers running
in parallel direction to the heat will exhibit a smaller area compared to transverse
ﬁbers (see the through-plane cross-section in-plane cross in ﬁgure 4.14).
Furthermore, the measured data for in-plane and through-plane thermal con-
ductivity of the SMNPC can be compared to model estimations of the thermal
conductivity, using an isoﬂux and isogradient conﬁguration, in combination with
the rule of mixtures. Considering the case when the orientation of the conductive
material is perpendicular to the thermal gradient, i.e. the isoﬂux case, the lower
limit for the thermal conductivity of the composite (λc) can be estimated according
to:
λc =
(
φf
λf
+
1− φf
λm
)−1
(4.8)
where φf is the volume ﬁller fraction and λf and λm are the respective thermal
conductivities of the ﬁller and the matrix. For the other case, the isogradient
conﬁguration, i.e. when the conductive portion is oriented in parallel with the
thermal gradient, the upper limit of the thermal conductivity of the composite
(λc) can be estimated according to:
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λc = λfφf + λm(1− φf ) (4.9)
Using φf = 30 % (estimated from density measurements), λf = 0.5 W/mK
(polyimide ﬁbers) and λm = 60 W/mK (Sn–Ag–Cu alloy), the isoﬂux and isogra-
dient conﬁgurations and the rule of mixtures estimate λc = 1.6 W/mK and λc = 42
W/mK for the lower and upper limit of the thermal conductivity. The upper limit
appears to agree well with the measured in-plane thermal conductivity, indicating
that the composite structure is close to that of the isogradient conﬁguration in
the in-plane direction. The thermal conductivity of the through-plane direction is
in-between the isoﬂux and isogradient, indicating that the structure is eﬀectively
a combination of the two conﬁgurations. Both these results are in agreement with
what can be expected because of the in-plane ﬁber alignment in the composite.
Another crucial aspect for materials aimed for TIM and die attach applications
is the thermomechanical reliability. For STIMs reliability problems can be of sim-
ilar nature as that of conventional solders, such as crack formation, fatigue and
embrittlement caused by the formation of intermetallic compounds. Most often,
such processes eventually lead to a drastic drop or change in mechanical and/or
thermal properties, which can cause a critical failure of the system [256]. In ad-
dition to being one of the most important properties, to maintain for a thermal
interface and die attach materials for reliable operation, thermal resistance is very
sensitive to structural changes. Therefore, to evaluate the thermo-mechanical reli-
ability of the SMNPC, we carried out thermal cycling under harsh conditions (40
to 115◦C @ 2 cycles per hour) while periodically monitoring the relative change in
thermal resistance. The results are presented in ﬁgure 4.15.
After 1000 cycles, the thermal resistance of the SMNPC was found largely
unaﬀected, which indicate that the joints were kept reasonably intact through the
thermal cycling. Most of the samples stayed within 20 % of the initial resistance,
which is within the variation of the accuracy for some of the measurements with
very low initial thermal resistance. One sample showed an increase in the range
of 20-40 %. However, as this increase occurred already after 100 cycles, and did
not change drastically for the next 900 cycles, it is likely due to some initial
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Figure 4.15: Change in thermal resistance during thermal cycling. The error bars
indicate the standard deviation of the average of 8 samples measured.
defect of the particular sample, rather than a continuous degradation mechanism.
The result thus indicate that the evolution of intermetallic compounds formed,
which can be quite complex for SnAgCu alloy on surfaces containing Au, Ni and
Cu species [257], is such that the performance is not severely aﬀected. As high
levels of intermetallic compounds are well known to cause brittle joints [258], the
formation is in this case likely relatively low.
The ﬁnding of reliable thermal performance during thermal cycling for a ma-
terial with high ﬂexibility, presented here, is in agreement with a study by Li et
al. [259]. In their study it was shown that conductive adhesive with added ﬂexi-
ble molecules into the epoxy matrix dramatically reduced the thermomechanical
stress and better maintained electrical resistance. A study by Hua et al. [199] in-
vestigating thermal cycling of solders for TIM1 applications has shown that pure
Sn is unsuitable to use, as it can cause die cracking. In the same article, it was
also discussed that the ideal solder for TIM1 applications should be ductile enough
in order to absorb the thermally induced strain during thermal cycling. In this
regard, the SMNPC can potentially be a useful alternative.
The reliability of the performance of conventional grease based materials is
well known to be subject to pump out and dry-out which can cause degradation
of the thermal performance. Studies conducting thermal cycling of greases have
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however ambiguously shown both large increase and slight reduction of the thermal
resistance over time [260]. The material behavior during thermal cycling of the
SMNPC are hence more similar to that of phase change- and gel-based TIMs,
reported in literature, which display stable performance over time [260].
To summarize, the results have shown that the SMNPC concept can combine
the characteristics of low elastic modulus together with high thermal conductivity.
The elastic modulus, which was signiﬁcantly lowered from that of pure SnAgCu
alloy, indicates the potential of the concept to enable the use this low-cost alloy
for TIM and die attach applications. When taking into account the low thermal
resistance, on par with pure solder, and reliable performance during thermal cy-
cling, the SMNPC appears as a competitive alternative to both high cost In and
particle laden polymer matrix materials.
4.3.4 Solder Alloy Matrix and Carbon Fiber Composite
As have been described earlier, carbon ﬁbers has been used in composite for TIM
applications. We next sought to investigate the characteristics of a composite
using carbon ﬁbers, instead of polymer ﬁbers. The possibilities of increased con-
ductivity and lowered CTE may be attractive in applications, where more rigid
materials, rather than ﬂexible interfaces, are applicable. Additionally, the use of
continuous CFs to form composite solder for TIM applications has, to the best of
our knowledge, not been previously reported in the literature.
A strategy based on electrospinning to fabricate a carbon ﬁber based Sn–Ag–
Cu alloy matrix composite (CF-TIM) was developed, and shown in the ﬂow chart
in ﬁgure 4.16. Mesophase pitch (ARS) was selected as a precursor to be electro-
spun for the carbon ﬁber formation due to its polynuclear ring structure, that has
previously been shown to allow for the formation of highly organized crystalline
carbon structures via high temperature annealing [261]. However, in our initial
experiments, the ARS was found to be very diﬃcult to electrospin directly into
ﬁbers. Instead, the soluble portion of mesophase pitch (s-ARS) obtained from N,N-
dimethyl acetamide (DMAc) solvent extraction was used together with polyimide
(PI), to render a solution which could be electrospun. The main steps in the prepa-
ration of the CF-TIM, was consequently via solvent extraction of mesophase-pitch,
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electrospinning, stabilization, carbonization, sputter coating and pressure assisted
liquid-phase inﬁltration.
s-ARS
s-ARS in DMAc s-ARS-PI in DMAc Electrospinning
Sputter coating 
and  
alloy infiltration
s-ARS-PI precursor fibers
Stabilization 
and 
carbonization
CF-TIM
PI
H3C
3
3
3
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CF
Figure 4.16: Schematic of the modiﬁed fabrication of the CF-TIM. The preparation
includes solvent extraction, electrospinning, stabilization, carbonization, sputter
coating with titanium and gold, and liquid Sn–Ag–Cu alloy inﬁltration.
From the electrospinning process, the resulting nonwoven ﬁbers had diameters
in the range of 12 μm (ﬁgure 4.17a). After electrospinning, the ﬁber mats were
preheated to 310◦C, followed by carbonization at 1000◦C in a nitrogen atmosphere
to form ﬁnal CFs (ﬁgure 4.17b,c). The carbonization treatment caused the ﬁber
mats and individual ﬁbers to shrink signiﬁcantly.
Further analysis of the CFs, through transmission electron microscopy, X-ray
diﬀraction and raman indicated the eﬀects on the microstructure from the pro-
cesses occurring during the carbonization, such as dehydrogenation, condensation,
hydrogen transfer and isomerization, and molecular rearrangement. The TEM
images, indicated that each ﬁber had a disordered internal arrangement after the
carbonization at 1000◦C. A disordered arrangement of the carbon was conﬁrmed
using X-ray diﬀraction, in which the main peak was seen to be only slightly shifted
towards the (002) peak at 2θ= 23◦, and an a small emerging (10) peak was ob-
served around 2θ= 42◦. Raman spectra showed the same trend in the form of
clear peaks from both the G band and the D band at 1600 cm−1 and 1328 cm−1.
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Figure 4.17: SEM images of the electrospun precursor ﬁbers after electrospinning
(a), stabilization (b) and carbonization at 1000 ◦C (c, f). The collected Raman
spectra of the carbon ﬁbers (d) and the measured XRD proﬁle of the precursor,
stabilized and carbon ﬁbers (e).
The appearance of a large D band indicate that the carbon structure has a high
number of defects and is disordered in nature [262]. The intensity ratio of D band
to G band (ID/IG) of the as prepared carbon nanoﬁbers was found to be 1.46,
which is comparably low to high crystalline carbon. Nevertheless, the observed
microstructure of the CFs is considered well known and comparable to what has
been reported for low temperature carbonization processes [263, 264].
To evaluate the in-plane bulk thermal conductivity of CFs produced from
1000◦C annealing, a transient in-plane measurement system (Hotdisk) was used.
A slab module with a diameter of 4 mm was utilized and sandwiched between two
CF ﬁlm samples being measured during the measurement. Styrofoam was used
as an insulator to minimize heat losses to the ambient. Using this technique, the
porous CF ﬁlms with a thickness of 50±5 μm were found to have a thermal con-
ductivity of 4 W/mK. Due to the high porosity of the carbon ﬁbrous network the
measured thermal conductivity is relatively low compared to other carbon based
materials. Nevertheless, the individual CFs can be expected to have signiﬁcantly
higher thermal conductivity than the measured 4 W/mK. The measured thermal
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conductivity of mesophase pitch derived CFs are comparable to other CFs/carbon
materials produced at 1000◦C and reported in the literature. For instance, Wang
et al.[265] found that the thermal conductivity of PAN-based CFs carbonized at
1000◦C was 5 to 10 W/mK through measurements using the 3ω-method on indi-
vidual ﬁbers with a diameter of 7 μm. Li et al. [266] reported the use of PAN based
CFs with a thermal conductivity of ∼4 W/mK for radiation shielding applications.
Before liquid phase inﬁltration, to form the composite, the CFs were ﬁrst sput-
ter coated with 120 nm Ti and 60 nm Au, in order to facilitate proper wetting.
The coated CFs were inﬁltrated with a SnAgCu matrix in molten stage under 30
MPa pressure, again, in the custom built inﬁltration equipment.
The results from the thermal evaluation of the composite are summarized in
ﬁgure 4.18. The in-plane thermal conductivity was evaluated by measuring with an
in-plane measurement ﬁxture for the ﬂash method, and was found to be around
40±2 W/mK, with a marginal eﬀect of high temperature over the range of 50-
90◦C. The through-plane thermal conductivity was evaluated by measuring the
total thermal resistance while varying the thickness of the composite sandwiched
and reﬂowed between ENIG coated copper plates. The eﬀective through-plane
thermal conductivity of CF-TIM was found to be 20±3 W/mK over the range of
50 to 90◦C at 65 μm BLT. The total thermal interface resistance was measured
to be 27 Kmm2/W at BLTs between 65 and 160 μm. Extrapolation of the results
towards zero BLT indicates a contact resistance below 1 Kmm2/W.
To assess the reliability of the joint formed with CF-TIM, thermal cycling of the
test assemblies was carried out. The temperature was cycled between -40 and 115
◦C in accordance with global standards for the microelectronics industry (JEDEC
standard), for 1000 cycles while periodically evaluating the thermal resistance. It
was found that the thermal resistances remain largely unaﬀected after 1000 cycles,
indicating that reliable joints have been formed for all diﬀerent sample thicknesses.
The observable trend of a few percent increases in thermal resistance is within the
accuracy of the measurements.
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Figure 4.18: A summary of the results from the thermal characterization of the
CF-TIM. (a) Eﬀective through-plane thermal conductivity of CF-TIM between 50
and 90◦ C at a BLT of 65 mm. (b) In-plane thermal conductivity of CF-TIM. (c)
Total thermal interface resistance of CF-TIM at various BLTs. (d) The relative
change in thermal resistance of the CF-TIM after thermal cycling up to 1000
cycles.
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4.3.5 Summary and discussion
Three speciﬁc implementations of the ﬁber based MMC technology has been devel-
oped and characterized. In the development of the In–MMC, the potential of using
the chemical reduction method for surface modiﬁcation of the ﬁbers was demon-
strated. The addition of a ﬁber phase was shown to have a relatively small eﬀect
on the thermal interface resistance. The internal microstructure of the composite
introduced by the continuous submicron ﬁbers can also be expected to modify
breakdown phenomena such as crack propagation during deformation and fatigue.
This in combination with well deﬁned BLTs and restricting possible leakage during
assembly, makes the composite an attractive option.
From a TIM perspective, perhaps even more interesting than a composite with
an In matrix, is the cost-eﬀective alternative of using a Sn-based alloy matrix.
Earlier attempts to implement Sn-based alloys has been reported to fail due to die
cracking caused by excessive stress transfer from CTE mismatch across the stiﬀ
interface during assembly [199]. By demonstrating a signiﬁcant reduction in elastic
modulus compared to a pure SAC alloy, the SMNPC developed here has potential
to solve these issues. One such example could be for TIM1 applications, as a lead-
free replacement of current indium solutions. Another example is bonding of large
chip surfaces (>100 mm2), for which it can be problematic to use pure solder due
to delamination and cracking.
For a better understanding of the stress transfer across an interface, it can be
illustrative to consider the one-dimensional equation for the shear stress (τmax)
present at the edge of the structure between two bonded materials. Taking the
example of a IHS and a die, of given thickness (tihs and tdie) and elastic modu-
lus (Eihs,Edie), bonded with a TIM of Young’s modulus in shear of ETIM , and
neglecting bending eﬀects of the structure, the relation is [267]:
τmax = (αihs − αdie)ΔT
√
ETIM
BLT
γ tanh
(√
ETIM
BLT
1
γ
L21/2
)
(4.10)
γ = EdietdieEihstihs
Edietdie+Eihstihs
(4.11)
where L1/2 is half of the length of the bonded structure and ΔT is the temperature
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diﬀerence to the stress free state.
As can be seen from equation 4.10 both the modulus of the TIM and the BLT
has a large eﬀect on the stress. The relation thus indicates that reducing the
modulus of the TIM joint could permit lower BLT, larger bond length, higher as-
sembly temperatures or a combination thereof, while maintaining acceptable levels
of stress. In turn, lower BLT can lead to more competitive thermal performance, as
well as lower material consumption, potentially important in the case of In. Large
bond length permits for larger surfaces to be bonded, which may be of relevance
for TIM2 materials, or for larger die sizes. Allowing for higher assembly temper-
atures can enable the use of low cost alloys of high melting point and high elastic
modulus as TIM materials. Furthermore, the life-time of a joint is proportional
to the total accumulated stress, for instance over multiple thermal cycles. Hence,
lowering the induced maximum stress of each cycle can improve the reliability of
the joint substantially.
In the case of small mismatch in thermal expansion between joining surfaces
and/or at relatively high BLTs, so that the stress levels are kept within limits,
the bulk thermal conductivity of the TIM becomes more important. Therefore,
using carbon ﬁbers with signiﬁcantly higher thermal conductivity compared to
polymer ﬁbers, were investigated as the ﬁber phase in a SAC based matrix. The
wetting and inﬁltration of the SnAgCu alloy into carbon ﬁbers was mitigated by
sputter coating with Ti and Au. Our measurements showed that the improve-
ment in thermal conductivity of the CF composite was limited compared to the
use of polymer ﬁbers. The result is likely explained by a poor phonon-coupling
between the matrix and the ﬁbers, as well as the limited crystallinity of the carbon
ﬁbers. Consequently, to enable higher performance, further development is needed
to improve the interface between the carbon and metal phase in combination with
carbonization/graphitization of the ﬁbers at higher temperatures. The improve-
ment using carbon ﬁbers was instead seen for higher BLTs, where the CF TIM did
not show the trend of lower conductivity, in the same manner as the SMNPC. Po-
tentially, this can be explained by the higher rigidity of the carbon network which
thus is less compressible than the polymer. The CF-TIM can therefore retain a
continuous conductive network at higher BLT, when there is a higher number of
ﬁber layers present.
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Of further relevance for the CF-TIM, is that the CTE of carbon is very low,
and the introduction of the carbon ﬁbers will lead to a lower CTE of the composite
compared to the alloy matrix. For applications with brittle and CTE-matching
surfaces, the opportunity of tailoring the CTE of the CF-TIM could be of relevance.
Potentially this could complement eﬀorts of tailoring the CTE of heatsinks to that
of semiconducting and thermoelectric materials that uses Cu and Al MMCs with
ﬁller additions [268, 269].
As a summary, ﬁgure 4.19 and table 4.3.5 presents the total thermal inter-
face resistance as a function of BLT, for the materials developed in this thesis
and for other high performing and emerging TIM materials discussed earlier. For
comparison, also single contact resistances are plotted and given in table 4.3.5.
In general, the thermal performance of the three MMC composites appear com-
petitive across BLTs from below 20 to around 150 μm. The performance of the
composites are equivalent to a material with low contact resistance of around 1
Kmm2/W (Rc1 + Rc2) with a conductivity between 20-40 W/mK (given by the
dashed gray lines). Crudely, this is also the same range as has been reported
for other metal based TIMs. Aligned carbon based materials, i.e. VACNT and
graphene, typically has higher total thermal resistance compared to metal based
TIMs, even though they, after additional modiﬁcations, can oﬀer some improve-
ment with respect to conventional grease and phase-change material. Considering
only the thermal resistance, combining VACNT growth directly on silicon chips,
with speciﬁc surface modiﬁcation towards Cu, appear promising as a TIM1 struc-
ture. However, the high-temperature required for direct growth may severely limit
possible applications for this approach.
A few of the reported single thermal contact resistance values for interfaces, in-
dicates that there is still room for some improvements for TIM materials. However,
to reach thermal resistances that are much lower, is very challenging. It will re-
quire a combination of very high conductivity and low contact resistance material
interfaces which, until now, very few emerging technologies have demonstrated.
Interfaces using metallic wetting and bonding are, so far, the most successful way
to accomplish low contact resistance, under the boundary conditions set by elec-
tronics packaging. On the other hand, carbon based materials are considered to be
an attractive option due to their high conductivity, but typically have high contact
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Figure 4.19: Summary of total thermal interface resistances as a function of BLT,
reported in this thesis and in literature; VACNT based (Black), Graphene based
(Green), Metal based (Blue), Conventional TIMs (Magenta) and the MMC TIMs
from this thesis (Red). For comparison, single contact resistances (Rc) are plotted
(Orange) and the grey dashed lines correspond to materials with a thermal con-
ductivity of 5, 20 and 40 W/mK, with a total contact resistance of 1 Kmm2/W.
For clarity, error bars have been excluded and only average reported total thermal
interface resistance values are marked.
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Table 4.1: Total thermal interface resistances for diﬀerent TIMs reported in this
thesis and in literature.
TIM
RTIM
[Kmm2/W]
BLT
[μm]
Interface Method Ref.
In–MMC ∼1 22 Si(TiAu)–Cu A ∗
VACNT + Azide functionlised polymer 1.4 10 Si–Cu D [214]
Sintered AgNp @ 250degC 2 9 Cu–Cu A [224]
In–MMC 2.0–2.5 18–33 Cu(NiAu)–Cu(NiAu) A ∗
Gallium (99 % Ga) 2.6 1 Cu–Cu D [203]
Sn–Pb solder 3 50 Cu–Cu A [270]
SMNPC 2.3–3.8 35–64 Cu(NiAu)–Cu(NiAu) A ∗
CF-TIM 2.7–7.1 62–155 Cu(NiAu)–Cu(NiAu) A ∗
VACNT (Grown on both contact surfaces) 4 35 Si–Cu B [271]
Graphene foam 4.2 3 Si–Al C [272]
Indium solder (Nanofoil) 4.3 120 Si(Au)–Cu A [189]
PCM (Laird TPCM FSF52) 4.4 2 Cu–Cu C [273]
VACNT + Pyrenylpropyl-phosphonic acid 4.6 15 Si–Cu B [215]
LMA (In51Bi32Sn17) 4.8 100 Cu–Cu A [274]
VACNT + P3HT spray 4.9 10 Si–Ag(Ti) B [211]
VACNT + PCM 5.2 10 Si–Cu C [210]
Sn-Bi solder paste 5.3 60 Cu–Cu A [240]
Graphene VA Film 10.7 50 Si(In)–Si(In) A [242]
PCM (Antioxidant) 7.9 4 Cu–Cu C [273]
Grease (Shin Etsu G751) 9.2 34 Cu(NiAu)–Cu(NiAu) A ∗
VACNT transferred 10 30 Si–Ag B [212]
VACNT (Growth substrate) 40 15 Si–Cu B [215]
Graphene ﬁlm 114 50 Si(In)–Si(In) A [242]
CNT-Cu-CNT TIM 319 207 Cu–Cu A [275]
∗Results from this thesis
A - Flash technique
B - Photoacoustic technique
C - ASTM D5470
D - Customized setup
Table 4.2: Single contact resistances reported in this thesis and in literature.
Single Contact
Rc
[Kmm2/W]
Method Ref.
VACNT-Glass (In) ∼0.3 D [213]
Cu–SnBi ∼0.6 C [240]
Cu(NiAu)-In <1 A ∗
Cu(NiAu)-SnAgCu <1 A ∗
Cu-SnPb ∼1 A [270]
VACNT–Si (Growth substrate) 1.7 B [212]
VACNT-VACNT 2.1 B [271]
Graphene VA ﬁlm - Si(In) 5.1 A [242]
Graphene ﬁlm - Si(In) 42.5 A [242]
Cu-Cu 90 C [272]
Si-Cu 100 A [210]
∗Results from this thesis
A - Flash technique
B - Photoacoustic technique
C - ASTM D5470
D - Customized setup
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resistance. Hence, combining the two comes across as an interesting alternative,
and is what was attempted with the CF-TIM. Even though our success thus far
has been limited, it is believed that the MMC structure combined with continu-
ous, and possibly vertically aligned, carbon phases is a relevant path for continued
eﬀorts.
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Conclusions and Outlook
This thesis has explored the utilization of electrospun materials and associated
ﬁber surface modiﬁcations within two ﬁelds: ﬁbrous architectures as cell culture
substrates and ﬁber networks as carrier phases in a novel MMC TIM technology.
The ﬁrst part of this thesis focused on the use of electrospun PU scaﬀolds for
stem cells and neural cells. First, we studied plasma treatments as a modiﬁcation
of the ﬁber scaﬀold surfaces and considered the eﬀects on ﬁber surface morphology,
surface chemistry and wettability, as well as the associated inﬂuence on stem cell
proliferation, diﬀerentiation and migration. The plasma modiﬁed ﬁber interface
was found to enhance the possibility for hESC culture expansion on randomly ori-
ented electrospun ﬁbers, but without apparent eﬀects on the directed migration of
nSCs along aligned ﬁber samples. The surface chemical and morphological changes
induced from the plasma did not aﬀect the diﬀerentiation of nSCs. Instead, the
similar diﬀerentiation found across all samples suggested that the inﬂuence of the
cell media was dominant. We also explored the use of electrospun scaﬀolds with
varying ﬁber diameter as substrates for fully diﬀerentiated primary cells, i.e. spe-
ciﬁc neural cells, in the form of neurons and astrocytes. Scaﬀolds of PU ﬁbers,
just larger than 1 μm in diameter, with a physically adsorbed PoLam coating,
were shown to induce complex astrocyte cell morphologies that resemble the in
vivo appearance to a higher degree than standard planar surfaces. Culturing as-
trocytes on these electrospun topographies was also observed to substantially limit
the up-regulation of protein expression associated with astrocyte stress and acti-
vation. Such stress related protein expression has traditionally been recognized
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as a consequence of the highly artiﬁcial environment that conventional in vitro
culture substrates constitute. These positive eﬀects suggest the usefulness of elec-
trospun structures as 3D topographical culture substrates to complement or, to a
certain extent, replace two–dimensional in vitro culture substrates for astrocytes.
Consequently, our ﬁndings leave a number of interesting directions for future stud-
ies, such as re-evaluating various traditional in vitro assays and introducing cells
in co–culture with astrocytes on the ﬁber scaﬀolds. In our continued studies, a
reduced stress related protein expression was also conﬁrmed for the contaminat-
ing astrocytes in neuronal cultures on the electrospun scaﬀolds. Additionally, for
neuronal cultures, we found that ﬁbers of thinner diameter, i.e. around 500 nm,
which in other studies have been associated with increased directional diﬀerenti-
ation towards neuronal fate [90, 98], was favorable in terms of neurite outgrowth.
Combined with the high porosity, leading to formation of three-dimensional neu-
ronal networks, the electrospun ﬁbers also oﬀer attractive features that are beyond
that of current conventional substrates for in vitro studies of neurons. Further-
more, recognizing the need to be able to generate and study complex cell micro–
environments, a process based on direct photolithography to integrate patterned
electrospun PU topographies within micro-ﬂuidic systems was developed. Using
this technique we demonstrated a platform that may be used for well–controlled
investigations of the interplay between reactions of cells to topography, induced
from ﬁber patterns, and the cues from gradients of soluble substances.
The second part of the thesis described the development of a novel MMC TIM
concept using continuous electrospun ﬁbers as a reinforcement, and consecutively
explored three speciﬁc implementations of this technology: In–MMC, SMNPC
and CF-TIM. After a general introduction to material interfaces as crucial bottle-
necks in thermal management of microelectronics, and reviewing emerging TIM
technologies, the fabrication process of the proposed MMCs was presented. As
a part of the fabrication, a chemical reduction based synthesis of Ag nanoparti-
cles through imide cleavage and ion exchange was optimized and found suitable
as a surface modiﬁcation of electrospun PI ﬁbers, to facilitate inﬁltration of a
metal matrix. The Ag-nanoparticle surface modiﬁcation of PI-ﬁbers, followed by
inﬁltration of Indium and SnAgCu alloy matrix, was then used to fabricate the
In–MMC and SMNPC. The addition of a polymer ﬁbre phase was shown to have a
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relatively small eﬀect on the total thermal interface resistance, compared to solid
solder joints based on the respective matrix material. The intended function of
the internal microstructure introduced by the polymer ﬁbers is modiﬁcation of the
thermo-mechanical behavior, to address reliability issues such as crack propaga-
tion during solidiﬁcation, deformation and fatigue, and to limit the leakage during
assembly. In this regard, the SMNPC showed a reduction in the elastic modulus
compared to solid SAC alloy, which indicates the possibility to use this composite
to bond materials with CTE mismatch. This is believed to be relevant for TIM1
applications or other semiconductor-metal contacts, as a tin–based alternative to
indium. The CF-TIM was developed for interfaces where shear stress is of less
concern, and based on the hypothesis that the thermal conductivity could be in-
creased by switching to a ﬁber phase based on carbonized mesophase-pitch/PI.
Despite no clear reduction in the total thermal interface resistance of the compos-
ite could be measured, it may provide other advantages, such as reaching higher
BLTs and tuning the CTE. Further studies should investigate methods to improve
the interface between the carbon and metal phase in combination with carboniza-
tion/graphitization of the ﬁbers at higher temperatures.
Comparing the thermal performance of the three composites to other TIMs
reported in literature, the technology appears promising and motivates continued
development. There are several aspects that future work could consider. This
includes: improving the understanding of how the ﬁber type and volume aﬀects
the thermo–mechanical properties of the composite; studying reﬂow conditions
and formation of intermetallics at the ﬁber–matrix interface and at the contacting
surfaces; utilizing exothermic reactions between thin layers of metals (e.g. Al
and Ni) as a localized heating source for reﬂow; alternative matrix alloys such
as SnZn for application at Al surfaces; and investigating reliability aspects of the
composites applied at large interfaces with and CTE mismatch.
Given the data in this thesis, we conclude that electrospun micro- and nanoﬁbers
can play functional roles in future advanced materials for biological and engineer-
ing applications.
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